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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
1

A Clarice Cliff Bizarre Coral Firs tapered vase no.572, 10cm printed marks and capital S to base ( photo centre
pages ) £80-120
There are some very minor chips to the base

2

A Waterford Crystal ovoid night light shade and column base 27cm £50-75
This lot is in good condition.

3

A Royal Doulton figure - Sweet and Twenty HN1298 14cm £30-40
This lot is in excellent condition.

4

Three Royal Doulton figures - Daffy Down Dilly HN1712 20cm, Lady Charmian HN1949 20cm and Mrs
Fitzherbert HN2007 23cm £40-60
The 1st item has a missing flower trumpet

5

Three Royal Doulton figures - Mary Had a Little Lamb HN2048 9cm, River Boy HN2128 10cm and Lavinia
HN1955 13cm £30-50
All three figures are in excellent condition

6

A Royal Worcester figure - June 3466 16cm and a Hammersley miniature tea set comprising tray, teapot,
sugar bowl, cream jug, tea cup and tea saucer £30-40
The tea pot has a hairline crack and a chip to tray

7

Four Coalport pastel burners - The Summer House 11cm, Umbrella House 13cm, The Master's House 11cm
and Village Church 15cm £40-60
There are very minor chips to the flowers and leaves

8

A 1930's Carlton Ware ribbed jug "Night Oak" with printed mark no.794856, 36cm ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

9

A modern Moorcroft squat vase, green ground with flowers 9cm, a Sylvac pickle dish, a Carlton Ware leaf plate
and a Royal Winton sandwich plate £30-40
The sandwich plate has a chip to the base. The Moorcroft vase has some minor lines of crazing but is
otherwise in good condition.

10

A Royal Doulton figure - Lunchtime HN2485 21cm £30-40
This lot is in good condition

11

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a boy whittling 905 19cm £30-40

12

A William Moorcroft shallow bowl decorated with pomegranates with impressed and monogram marks 20cm (
photo centre pages ) £100-150
This bowl has some minor crazing and small scratches but is otherwise in good condition.

13

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a goose girl no.528 19cm £30-50

14

Three Royal Doulton figures - The Old Balloon Seller HN2129 9cm, Silks and Ribbons HN2107 14cm and
Biddy Pennyfarthing HN1843 21cm £40-50
Silks and ribbons is a second

15

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a milkmaid 7799 17cm £30-40
This figure is in very good condition
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16

A Lladro figure of a lady using a telephone with a Dalmatian at her feet 5466 20cm £30-40
This figure is in excellent condition

17

A LLadro figure of a young lady with a mop and 3 kittens at her feet 5232 22cm £30-40

18

Four Royal Worcester bird figures Goldfinch 3239 5cm, Goldcrest 3338 6cm, Goldfinch 3239 5cm and Wood
Warbler 3200 8cm together with a Royal Crown Derby figure Long Tailed Tit 15cm £30-50
All of these birds are in excellent condition

19

Two Royal Worcester figures Red Crest 2667 16cm and Canary 2665 16cm £30-50
The first item has a small chip to the beak

20

Two Royal Crown Derby birds Woodpecker 17cm and King Fisher 14cm, together with a Royal Worcester
Thrush 3234 13cm £26-36
The 1st item has a chipped leaf, the 2nd item has a chipped tail

21

A Royal Doulton figure - Vanessa HN1838 18cm £100-130
This lot has a crack to her left wrist but is otherwise in good condition, free from crazing and is of first quality.

22

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a seated cat with gold stopper 14cm £30-40
This paperweight is in excellent condition

23

A Royal Doulton figure - The Bride HN1600 22cm £100-140
The head has been professionally restored. There are several fine lines of crazing to her gown.

24

A Nao figure of a lady standing beside a plinth with a ewer 35cm, ditto of a girl in a yellow dress 26cm, ditto
boy 27cm, goose 23cm, girl with hat 23cm, a seated ballerina 17cm and two boys 24cm £60-80
All of these figures are in excellent condition

25

A Beswick figure of a huntsman on horseback with brown gloss finish 21cm together with 4 hounds £90-120
All of these figures are in very good condition

26

A Royal Crown Derby figure Golden Oriole 21cm, 2 Royal Staffordshire figures - Oriol 26 by J T Jones 15cm
and Bee Eater 17 by J T Jones 18cm £40-60
All of these birds are in good condition

27

Two Crown Staffordshire figures - Cardinal by J T Jones 13cm and a Macaw 20cm £30-40

28

A Wedgwood paperweight in the form of an elephant 10cm, 2 glass paperweights in the form of toadstools and
a ditto of a bird £30-40

29

A Beswick figure of a huntswoman on horseback by Artur Gradington model no. 1730 in rocking horse grey,
gloss finish, 21cm £120-150
This lot is in very good condition

30

A William Moorcroft shallow bowl, the blue ground decorated with orchids, impressed and signature marks with
attached label 23cm £70-100
This bowl has some minor crazing and very slight contact marks to the interior but is otherwise in good
condition.

31

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern otter paperweight with gold stopper 7cm £40-50

34

Two Swarovski Crystal swans 6cm and 3cm, a ditto penguin 3cm and 6 buildings, boxed £30-50
Two small buildings have very minor chips and another has a missing window

35

An 18th Century English Delft plate decorated with a parrot amongst trees enclosed in a floral border 23cm
£50-75
There is fritting to the edge and crackling to the underglaze

36

A 19th Century Continental scallop tazza with gilt decoration and panels of figures 10cm £30-50
There is wear to the gilding
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37

A 19th Century cut glass compote and cover raised on a square base 19cm together with 4 cut glass table
salts £30-40
The 1st item has a chipped lip, all of the salts have minor chips

38

A19th Century Dutch Delft scallop dish with centre armorial enclosed by flowers 27cm together with a Delft
bowl with landscape view 12cm £40-60
The 1st item is cracked, the 2nd item has minor fritting

39

A Bing and Grondahl dish decorated with a seagull 9cm, a Royal Copenhagen squat vase decorated with
flowers 28001259 6cm and 2 Royal Copenhagen table salts 706 4cm £30-40
There is a hairline crack to the vase

40

A Royal Copenhagen baluster vase decorated with flowers 5357 22cm, a ditto oviform vase decorated with
pansies 7097 13cm and a Bing and Grondahl decorated with seagulls 13cm £40-60

41

A Lladro group of 2 ballet dancers 18cm £30-40
There are very minor chips to some of their dresses

42

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a boy with calf 18cm £30-40
This lot has a tiny chip to the calf's right ear but is otherwise in good condition.

44

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a wren 8cm no. 1081, ditto of a trout 1602 11cm £30-40

45

A Compton Pottery tile plaque of a kneeling figure with impressed mark 19cm x 12cm ( photo centre pages )
£100-150
This plaque has some minor chips to the extremities but is otherwise in good condition,

46

A 20th Century glass sculpture in the form of a dragon with a ball in his mouth 25cm £30-50
The ball/pearl is loose and the figure is chipped

47

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a girl 1251 19cm £30-50
This figure is in good condition

48

A Lladro figure of a young lady holding a basket of puppies 25cm £30-50
This figure is in good condition

49

A Lladro group of a standing youth and a kneeling girl feeding a lamb 27cm £50-75
This figure is in good condition

50

A 12 piece coffee set of cups and saucers decorated with a view of the sphinx in original fitted box £30-50

51

A Royal Worcester coffee set the black ground with turquoise and gilt key pattern decoration comprising 6
coffee cups and saucers together with 6 silver coffee spoons, Sheffield 1931, in a fitted case £100-150
One of the saucers has 3 hairline cracks and 2 of the cups also have hairlines. Several of the cups have
crazed interiors and the saucers generally have minor contact marks. There is some very minor wear to the
edges of the case.

53

A Lladro figure of a swan 20cm, a Nao figure of a goose 30cm, 1 other 15cm and an owl 17cm £40-60
The swan is in excellent condition with no chips or cracks.

54

Four Goebel birds - a great spotted woodpecker 17cm, a kingfisher on a branch 17cm, a waxwing 17cm and 2
birds on a branch 13cm £30-50
The 2nd item has a chipped beak

55

A Beswick Connoisseur figure Arab Bahram, dapple grey, matt finish, raised on a wooden base 19.1cm
£80-100

56

Four Goebel bird groups - chaffinch 13cm, blue titmouse 9cm, 3 titmouse on a branch 12cm and 2 chaffinches
13cm £30-40
All of these birds are in good condition
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58

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern crown paperweight with gold stopper 10cm, boxed £30-40
This paperweight is in good condition

59

A pair of Wedgwood blue Jasper medallions HM Queen Elizabeth II and HRH The Duke of Edinburgh 11cm x
8cm, boxed £40-60

60

A Royal Crown Derby dessert service comprising 6 plates and 1 tazza decorated with maritime scenes by W E
J Dean 23cm £50-75
All items have some wear and minor scratches

61

A 19th Century Dutch clear glass carafe with twin handles and gilt decoration of birds and grapes 23cm
together with a purple carnival glass bowl decorated with peacocks 23cm £30-40
One of the teeth on the carnival bowl is chipped but it is otherwise in good condition.

62

A Doulton Lambeth jardiniere decorated with formal scrolls and flowers, impressed marks 31cm £30-40
There is a chip to the base

63

A near pair of Bristol blue glass finger bowls and saucers £30-40

64

A Continental ceramic vase in the form of a lady and goats beside a wicker basket 34cm £30-40
The goats are restored and stuck and rivetted

65

Six Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern sherry glasses 10cm £50-75
All of these glasses are in good condition. The glasses are 10cm high and have a diameter of 5.5cm

66

A pair of Victorian Coalbrookdale style 2 handled bowls with green and gilt decoration and bands of flowers
11cm £30-40
One is cracked

67

Nine Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern sherry glasses 11cm £50-80
All glasses in this lot are in good condition. The glasses are 10.8cm high and have a diameter of 5cm.

68

An Art Deco Shelley 2 handled vase decorated with moonlit boats 27cm £30-40
There are some minor scratches to this vase and some loss of gilding and minor crazing to the rim

69

Seven Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern sherry glasses 10cm £50-75
These glasses are in good condition. They are 9.8cm high and have a diameter of 5.8cm

70

A Bohemian flash cut vase 26cm, a Czechoslovakian waisted blue vase and a clear glass jug £30-40

71

A Doulton Lambeth 1897 commemorative cup with silver collar, London 1896 11cm, a blue ground ditto 10cm
together with a commemorative beaker 1911 10cm £30-50

72

Two Murano glass millefiori paperweights 11cm, 2 others, 3 animal paperweights and a toadstool ditto £30-40

73

Ten Waterford Crystal Lismore pattern wine glasses and 1 other glass 15cm £50-75
Two of the glasses have small chips to the rim and one other glass is not Waterford and does not match

74

Twelve Waterford Crystal Lismore pattern small wine glasses 14cm £50-100
Two of the glasses have small chips to the rim. The rest are in good condition.

75

Eight Waterford Crystal Lismore pattern sherry glasses 13cm £50-75

76

Seven Glasform paperweights comprising 1 shallow decorated with a lily, bulbous ditto decorated with a
butterfly, 4 bulbous and 1 frog, all by J Ditchfield ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
All of these paperweights are in good condition however, the butterfly is loose. All the weights have stickers
and etched marks to the bases

77

Nine Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern finger bowls 10cm £50-75
One of the bowls has a chip to the rim. The rest are in good condition

78

Eleven Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern sherry glasses 11cm £50-75
One of these glasses has a tiny nibble to the rim. The rest are in good condition. The glasses are 10.8cm high
and have a diameter of 5cm.
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79

A Beswick figure of a woodpecker 1218 22cm, an Adderley single budgerigar 12cm (chipped flower), an
Aynsley belted kingfisher 10cm (chipped wing) and 3 other bird figures £30-40

80

Six multi coloured flash glass hock wine glasses 17.5cm £50-75

81

A porcelain figure of a robin on a branch 10cm, 7 other bird groups £30-40
One has a chipped beak

82

Five Nat West pottery pig money banks £30-50
The daughter has some small firing cracks to the base. All are otherwise in good condition.

83

Six Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern sherry glasses 10cm and three other Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern
glasses 11.5cm £50-75
All glasses are in good condition. The six smaller glasses are 9.8cm high and have a diameter of 5.8cm and
the three larger glasses are 11.3cm high and have a diameter of 6cm.

84

A Royal Doulton flambe dish decorated with a thatched cottage by Noke 24cm, a Royal Doulton tea cup and
saucer and a ditto figure of a sleeping kitten HN2579 8cm £40-60
The flambe dish has some crazing and contact marks to the interior and some scratches to the reverse. All
items are otherwise in good condition.

85

Eleven Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern champagne coupes 9cm £60-80
One of the glasses has a small crack to the rim. The rest are in good condition

86

A Lladro figure - Charlie Chaplin with cane, boxed 28cm £50-75
One petal on the flower has a minor chip. The figure is otherwise in good condition.

87

Six Royal Doulton character jugs - Athos D6439 19cm, ditto D6349 10cm, another D6509 7cm, Tony Weller A
mark 8cm, Sam Johnson A mark 8cm and John Barleycorn Old Lad A mark 7cm £20-30

88

A Royal Brierley Art Glass oviform vase with waisted neck 22cm, boxed £50-75

89

Four Royal Doulton figures - Pamela HN3223 18cm, Diana HN3266 21cm, Laura HN3136 19cm and
Fragrance HN3311 20cm, all boxed £30-50
All signed by Michael Doulton and all are in good condition

90

A Shelley ironstone style Lake Foley jug 7622 13cm, a similar (chipped), an octagonal bowl, a pair of vases
and 2 other vases £30-40
The octagonal bowl is scratched

91

A modern Moorcroft squat vase the beige ground decorated with hibiscus 10cm £30-40

92

A Royal Brierley Art Glass vase 27cm, boxed £50-75

93

A Shelley Regent tea set decorated with flowers 12025 comprising 7 tea cups, milk jug, sugar bowl, teapot
stand, 7 saucers, 7 side plates, 2 sandwich plates £50-75
1 tea cup is cracked

94

A freeform paperweight with air bubble decoration 11cm £24-34

95

A Royal Brierley Art Glass squat vase 12cm, boxed £40-60

96

A Shelley Milton shape floral tea set no.11810 comprising 4 tea cups, 6 saucers, 5 plates, milk jug and sugar
bowl £30-40

97

A Royal Brierley Art Glass baluster vase 17cm, boxed £50-75

98

A Foley faience jardiniere decorated with stylised birds 19cm £30-40

99

A Royal Brierley Art Glass deep bowl 18cm, boxed £40-60

100

A modern Moorcroft oviform table lamp the beige ground decorated with hibiscus 33cm £50-75

101

A Royal Brierley Art Glass pedestal bowl 20cm, boxed £50-75

102

A Ray Marshall Studio Pottery jug with a grotesque mask 30cm, a smaller ditto 25cm £30-50

103

A Royal Brierley Art Glass baluster vase with waisted neck 16cm £50-75
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104

A Royal Doulton Westwood pattern coffee/dinner service comprising 6 coffee cups, coffee pot, milk jug, sugar
bowl, 6 plates, 11 dinner plates, 6 side plates, 2 tureens and covers, 6 dessert bowls, 2 sauce boats and
stands 6 saucers £40-60

105

A Royal Brierley Art Glass baluster vase 20cm, boxed £40-60

106

A Royal Brierley Art Glass vase 17cm, boxed £40-60

107

A Royal Brierley Art Glass baluster vase with waisted neck 17cm, boxed £40-60

108

A Czechoslovakian dinner service with moulded floral decoration comprising tureen and cover, 12 dinner
plates, 12 side plates, 12 soup bowls, 12 side plates, sauce boat, 4 dishes and 4 graduated plates £50-75

109

A Clarice Bizarre crocus pattern cylindrical preserve pot and cover 10.5cm £40-60
There is a 5mm scratch to the body and 2 very minor scratches to the lid. The lot is otherwise in good
condition.

110

A Clarice Cliff Bizarre crocus pattern cylindrical preserve pot and lid 9cm and a pair of ditto egg cups 4cm
£40-60
There are several minor scratches to the orange lower half of the pot and a tiny chip in the decoration. One
egg cup has a minor scratch.

111

An octagonal Delft inkstand with 4 pen holders and lidded inkwell, 11cm £30-40
There is very minor fritting to this pot

112

A pair of Edwardian Copeland dessert plates decorated with a view of Margate and wreck of a merchantman
sailing ship 24cm £200-250
1 is cracked and both are worn

113

A Kevin Francis figure "The Clarice Cliff Centre Stage Figurine" modelled by Andy Moss no.371/500, 24cm,
boxed £30-40
This figure is in good condition

114

A Nao figure of a dancer 32cm £24-34

115

A Lladro figure of a Japanese dancer holding fans 30cm £30-40
This figure is in good condition

116

A Lladro figure of a lady holding aloft her skirt 29cm £30-40
This figure is in good condition

117

A Lladro figure of Japanese lady holding a parasol 29cm £30-40
This figure is in good condition

118

A Lladro figure of a lady with a bird on her shawl no.6193, 30cm £40-60
This figure is in good condition

119

A Lladro figure of a young girl with a large rose at her feet 24cm £30-40

120

A Lladro group of 2 nuns 32cm £30-40

121

A Lladro figure of a Japanese girl 27cm, ditto lady with a shawl 20cm £20-30
The 1st item has stuck flowers and the 2nd is lacking a hand

122

A Lladro figure of a Japanese lady holding a fan 28cm £30-40
This figure is in good condition

123

A Sunderland lustre wall plaque of a frigate in full sail 23cm, 2 others "Prepare to meet thy God" 23cm, "Thou
God seest me" 23cm and "Man dieth and wasteth away, yay man giveth up the ghost and where is he" 23cm
£40-60
All have minor chips and wear
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124

A Victorian pottery figure of a pipe smoking fisherman holding his net, indistinctly signed 55cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150
This figure ha a crack to the base and a firing crack to the back of one leg but is otherwise in good condition

125

A 20th Century Chinese porcelain plaque decorated with birds in a prunus tree with script 39cm x 25cm ( photo
centre pages ) £100-200
This plaque is in good condition. The plaque has been entered by a private vendor

126

A German part dinner service decorated with cockerels comprising 5 bowls, 4 tea cups, 4 saucers, 5 medium
plates, 6 large plates, an ovoid box and cover, a jug, a conserve pot and cover, a jar, dish, a butter dish and
cover, tin and place mat £30-40
The ovoid box is cracked, 1 dish is cracked and chipped, 1 medium plate is cracked, 1 bowl is chipped

127

A Royal Albert Victoriana Rose tea/dinner service comprising 8 tea cups, 8 saucers, milk jug, sugar bowl and
teapot, 8 small plates, 6 medium plates, 8 dinner plates, 1 sandwich plate, 8 dessert bowls £40-60

128

A famille vert jardiniere the interior decorated with fish, the exterior with figures in an extensive landscape
50cm £300-400

129

An 18th Century style Chinese blue and white octagonal jardiniere decorated with birds amongst flowers 31cm
£300-400
This lot is in good condition

130

A Chinese bronze Koro cover and stand, the finial in the form of an eagle with twin dragon handles, the body
decorated with dragons and flowers, raised on a floral stand, now ex plated, 55cm £250-300

131

A Chinese Tang style slip glazed figure of a camel raised on a rectangular base 70cm £50-75

132

An 18th Century style turquoise ground bottle vase decorated with carp and with red 4 character mark to the
base 31cm £200-300
This vase has a patch of crazing to the neck and some very minor scratches to the body but is otherwise in
good condition.

133

An 18th Century style Jiaqing yellow ground bowl with incised dragons and 4 character mark to the base 14cm
£300-400
This bowl is in good condition

134

A Sung style slip glazed bowl 9cm £50-75

135

An 18th Century Chinese moulded mug with polychrome floral decoration 11cm, a smaller ditto 8cm £30-50
The 1st item is cracked

136

An antique style Chinese Sang de Boeuf baluster vase raised on a gilt metal stand 39cm £150-200
This vase has some crazing and light scratches throughout but is otherwise in good condition.

137

A Japanese Satsuma deep bowl decorated with figures in a pavillion garden, the exterior blue ground with gilt,
floral and bird decoration 18cm £40-60
There is rubbing to the gilding

138

A pair of Chinese crackle glazed oviform vases decorated with warriors 24cm £30-40
1 vase has a chip to its lip

139

An 18th Century Chinese blue and white octagonal stand decorated with a landscape view 19cm together with
a Chinese blue and white bottle vase decorated with a dragon 15cm £30-40
The stand has some fritting to the rim but both items are otherwise in good condition.

140

A late 19th Century Chinese blanc de chine pillow, the shaped scroll top supported by cavorting children
beneath trees 13cm £50-75
This lot is in good condition. It is not marked
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141

A pair of Chinese blanc de chine figures of seated ladies raised on lotus bases 30cm £50-75
One has a star crack to the headress and minor chips

142

A Nao table lamp with 2 geese beside a tree 44cm £40-60
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
Please note / We have a collection of First World War Propaganda posters in
this auction, due to their fragility they will not be on view. However large high
resolution printed photographs will be on display at the auction rooms.
151

A bottle of 1930's Chateau Beychevelle Grand Vin Saint-Julien, label damaged £60-80

152

A bottle of 1967 Chateau Loumede and a bottle of 1987 Chateau Haut Chaigneau £40-60

153

A bottle of 1963 Ferreira vintage port £60-80

154

A bottle of 1966 Ferreira vintage port £80-120

155

Two bottles of 1970 Sandeman vintage port (1 bottle is low on the neck) £60-80

156

Three bottles of Ferreira vintage port one 1963 and two 1966 - all low on the neck £50-75
This lot was initially catalogued as including a bottle of 1965, the label on one bottle is quite hard to read but
with closer inspection it is also a 1966

157

A bottle of 1970 Quinta Do Noval vintage port £50-70

158

A bottle of 1970 Quinta Do Noval vintage port £50-75

159

A bottle of 1970 Quinta Do Noval vintage port £50-75

160

A bottle of 1968 Royal Oporto late bottled vintage port together with an unlabelled bottle of Croft vintage port
£60-80

161

A bottle of 1970 Dow's vintage port £50-75

162

A bottle of 1934 Sandeman vintage port ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

163

A bottle of 1983 Warre's vintage port £40-50

164

A bottle of 1928 Hine Grande Champagne Cognac, the seal is broken £80-120

165

A bottle of Harveys Grande Champagne Cognac vintage 1893, bottled in 1969 ( photo centre pages )
£200-300

166

Two bottles of Hine VSOP Vieux Cognac £30-50

167

A bottle of 1988 Nuits Saint-Georges Les Pruliers, a bottle of 2000 Muga Rioja, a bottle of 2002 Muga Rioja, a
bottle of Marques Del Romeral Rioja, a bottle Fuenmayor Rioja, a bottle of Chino Rouge and a bottle of 2002
Hamilton Reserve vineyard Chardonnay , £40-60

168

A half bottle 1926 Cos D'estournel 1926, two 1/2 bottles of 1966 Chateau Castegens Bordeaux Superieur
(shipped by Peter Dominic), two 1/4 bottles of Medoc (shipped by Brown and Pink Ltd London) £30-40
The fluid level of the half bottle of Cos D'estournel sits at 1/3 of the way down the shoulder. The capsule
appears good when viewed from above (see photo)

169

Two various bottle of Blandy's Duke of Sussex Madeira £30-40

170

A bottle of 1969 Chateau Sigalas Rabaud together with a bottle of Moet Chandon petite liqueur £30-40
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171

A Corgi Toys gift set No.40 Avengers boxed with tray comprising red Bentley with silvered wheels and white
Lotus Elan S2, complete with figures of John Steel and Emma Peel and 3 black umbrellas ( photo centre
pages ) £500-700
The main box is good condition with small tears to the corner of the flaps and a little warping.
The Elan has chipping to the rear and front bumper and sporadic minor body chips. The Elan is missing it's
windscreen
The Bentley appears in very good condition with only paint loss to the coppering of the exhaust pipe
underneath.
The card display tray has a dark brown stain approximately 3cm wide in the bottom right starting from the O in
Lotus to the end and underneath. There is a minor tear to the front right wheel slot in the card.
There is an area of chipping to the top of John Peel's Bowler. The Emma Peel figure has a small chip on her
right shoulder

172

A Dinky Toys, Thunderbirds, Lady Penelope's FAB 1, no. 100, boxed, complete with 5 rear harpoons and 2
plastic missiles £80-120
Slight paint work loss to the side, rear and front of the car, the cardboard backdrop is damaged

173

A Corgi Toys no. 262 Lincoln Continental executive limousine with illuminated TV screen, boxed £80-120
There is a slight blemish to the card back by the dome of the white house, there is a dent to the plastic blister
wrapping, a sticky label to the back marked Stapleton Paid

174

A Dinky Toys, Thunderbirds, Lady Penelope's FAB 1, no.100, unboxed £40-60
The missile and exhaust are missing, light damage to paintwork

175

A Corgi Toys no. 262 Lincoln Continental executive limousine with illuminated TV, boxed £50-70
The blister bubble is coming away from the backing and there is some wear to the box

176

Two Dinky Toys no.187 De Tomaso-Mangusta, boxed, (some paint to loss to both and plastic boxes are
damaged) together with a 152 Dinky Rolls Royce Phantom 5 limousine (some light scratches to paint work and
crack to box) £30-50

177

A Corgi No.168 The Green Hornet "Black Beauty" crime fighting car, secret built in missile launcher and flying
radar scanner, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
Some slight wear to the corners of the box and edges of the internal packaging. The set is complete and the
car is in original condition.

178

A Corgi Toys no.497 The Man From U.N.C.L.E. gun firing "Thrush-Buster" in metallic blue, boxed £60-80
The waverly ring is missing and there is some slight wear to the corner of the boxes

179

A Corgi Toys no.497 The Man From U.N.C.L.E gun firing "Thrush-Buster" car, unboxed together with The Man
From U.N.C.L.E annual and a The Man From U.N.C.L.E. no.2 magazine "A Three Blind Mice Affair" £30-50

180

A Corgi Toys no.267 rocket firing Batmobile, gloss black with red bat hubs (no tow hook) complete with
backdrop and missiles (two missing) complete with operational instructions £80-120
There is wear to the edges and corners of the packaging, one flap is torn to the crease and one flap is missing,
the base of the box is slightly dented. The car is lightly play worn but otherwise generally in good condition.

181

A Husky Batmobile car, a Corgi Toys Glastron Batboat and trailer, 2 Marx pressed metal Batman signs 10cm x
5.5cm and 2 ditto Robin, 2 plastic Batman and Robin figures, 2 DC Comics Batman comics no.169 and 218
£30-50
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182

A Corgi Toys no.267 rocket firing Batmobile gloss black with red bat hubs (no tow hook), complete with
backdrop, boxed £70-90
There is a tear to the base and one flap is torn and there is wear to the box and backdrop overall. No missiles
or instructions

183

Two Corgi Toys no.334 Mini Cooper "Magnifique" model cars in blue and green, boxed £60-80
Some slight wear to the corners and edges of the box and dents to the plastic casing

184

A Corgi Toys. no. 327 MGB GT model car, boxed and with club leaflet, together with a boxed white 324 Marco
1800 GT with green racing stripes £40-60
Slight wear to the corners and edging of the box/flaps

185

A Corgi Toys 155 Lotus-Climax Formula 1 racing car, boxed and with club leaflet, together with a 156 Cooper
Maserati No. 7 boxed. £40-60
There is a large chip of the No. & om the bonnet of the Maserati

186

A Corgi Toys no. 318 Lotus Elan S2 in metallic blue complete with figure, boxed. Rear decal "I've got a Tiger in
my tank" and No 2 decals to both side doors and bonnet. Includes Corgi Model club subscription leaflet £40-60

186a

Corgi, a boxed 324 white Marcos 1800 G.T with green racing stripes and No. 8 decals to sides, front and back
£40-60
Body has sporadic minor chips, there is a scratch to the rear windscreen

187

A Corgi Toys no.319 Lotus Elan Coupe (red), boxed, no club leaflet, a ditto no.332 Lancia Fulvia (metallic blue)
boxed and with club leaflet and a no.337 Customised Chevrolet Corvette boxed (no club leaflet) £30-50
There are pen marks to the box

188

Three Dinky Toy model racing cars - no.240 Cooper racing car, no.241 Lotus, no.243 BRM racing car, a
Lesney model racing car no.90, a Soledo Ferrari F1 racing car £60-80

189

A Dinky Toys "133" Gold Ford Cortina, four Lesney model cars - no.17, no.28, no.30 and no.33 together with a
Husky model no.250GT £40-60

190

A Corgi Toys no.479 Coomer camera van - unboxed, a Corgi 302 Hillman Hunter Raleigh car - unboxed, a
Corgi 275 Rover 2000 TC - unboxed £40-60
There is damage to the lens cover on the camera van

191

A Corgi Toys 344 Ferrari 206 Dino in yellow complete with 2 members of pit team, a Corgi 343 Pontiac
Firebird, a 387 Corgi Chevrolet Corvette Stingray Coupe, a Corgi 492 Volkswagen 1200 European Police car
in green and a Corgi 341 Mini Marcos GT 850, all unboxed together with a miniature pair of golf clubs, a figure
of a skier and a figure of a racing driver £50-75

192

A Corgi Toys Classic model vintage car of a Model T complete with 2 figures boxed (the front axle is f) together
with a Tekno model of a VW BP van boxed and 10 Corgi Golden Jack wheels £30-40

193

A Corgi Toys 261 James Bond Aston Martin model car in gold complete with ejector figure and 2 others - play
worn, a Corgi 258 Saints Volvo P1800 - play worn, a Corgi 218 Aston Martin DB in blue, a Dinky 172 Fiat 2300
station wagon (camera missing), a Matchbox Series no.73 Ferrari Berlinetta, 8 various film crew figures, petrol
pumps, etc £30-50

194

A Dinky Toys no.982 Car Transporter boxed, a Dinky no.571 Coles mobile crane boxed, a Britain's 138F four
furrow tractor plough boxed and a Dinky trailer £50-75

195

A Dinky Toys no.688 field artillery tractor limber and field piece, a Dinky 651 Centurion tank, ditto 689 medium
artillery tractor, 626 military tractor, a metal model of Tower Bridge, Lesney metal model of petrol pumps, metal
Esso garage sign, 4 road signs, a petrol pump and 2 railway signals - all playworn £30-50
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196

A Dinky no.677 armoured command vehicle and various Dinky and Corgi toys, all playworn £30-50

197

Approximately 55 Lesney model vehicles including buses, trolley buses, racing cars, ambulances, military
vehicles, etc - all playworn £40-60

198

A lead standing soldier of a guardsman, 1 other (f), ditto cowboy, a lead figure of a cavalryman and 4 other
lead figures £30-40

199

Two die cast models of British railways tank engines, a Lone Star N gauge train set comprising track, bridge,
points, station and platform, various rolling stock, all playworn £40-60

200

A Chinese O gauge, plastic battery operated locomotive, 2 OO gauge clockwork locomotives and a small
collection of rails etc £30-50

201

Six Triang R-86, Triang R88 water crane tankside together with other accessories etc £30-40

202

A Morestone Products Noddy and His Car Noddy car, A Budgie Noddy and His Train comprising 4
locomotives, all playworn and 1 cab f £30-50

203

A Triang R55 Continental Dublo red TR diesel power loco no.4008 together with 2 carriages £30-50

204

A Triang OO locomotive and tender Princess Royal together with 3 carriages £30-50

205

A Triang R52 tank engine, a Triang O gauge R233 Davy Crocket 8 wheeled locomotive with tender, a Triang
R138 snow plough £30-50

206

A Triang R249 exploding car no.9841, Triang R110/R212 Bogie Bolster wagon, a Triang S5802 search light
wagon in Nato livery and a Triang RM922 transporter wagon £30-50

207

Two metal models of hurricane aircraft, 2 model De Havilland Mosquitos, a Dinky model Viking airliner, 2 Dinky
model 735 Hawker Hunters, Dinky model Beechcraft C55 Baron aircraft and a tinplate model of a BOAC
Comet £30-50

208

A Triang M703 model of RMS Queen Mary, ditto M702 RMS Queen Elizabeth, ditto M704 SS United States,
ditto M705 RMS Aquitania, M709 RMS Ivernia, a lead model of the liner Seessan, 4 lead models of
dreadnoughts £50-75

209

Two Hornby O gauge type 40 clockwork tank engines - playworn, ditto buffers and a Hornby tinplate station
central section (ramps missing) £40-60

210

A Lionel O gauge American electric train set comprising locomotive, tender, 3 carriages, a collection of rails
and a PC standard power unit £40-60

211

A small quantity of OO gauge rolling stock, plastic buildings, rails, a Triang P5 power unit, contained in 2
plastic boxes £30-50

212

A Dinky Toys 23G Bristol Cooper model racing car, a Dinky H.W.M J23 model racing car, a Dinky MG Record
car, a Dinky Thunderbolt racing car and 1 other model racing car, all playworn £30-50

213

A Dinky Toys no.972 20 ton lorry mounted crane, a Budgie towing tender and breakdown truck, a Triang model
of an AEC Major 8 together with a Corgi big Bedford tractor unit and Carrimore car transporter £30-50

214

A Victorian Armand Marseille porcelain headed doll with sleep eyes, open mouth with teeth, the shoulders
incised 370A.M.ODep Armand Marseille Made in Germany £50-70
The doll is missing both arms and there is thinning to hair at the back. The eyes are missing eyelashes and
there is paint loss on the face.

215

A Simon and Halbig, a 19th Century German porcelain doll with open and shutting eyes, open mouth with 2
teeth, head incised Simon Halbig 1397, Made in Germany 48cm £40-60

216

A brown teddy bear with articulated limbs 12cm (wear to feet and pads) and 2 other brown bears 15cm (in
wear) £30-40

217

A Triang Minic fire truck, 6 Triang Minic Triumph slot cars, ditto steam lorry and tank together with a quantity of
track including bridges, 3 R40 power control units and a Wren power control unit £40-60
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218

A collection of red and blue Meccano and a collection of various wooden Meccano £30-50

219

A 1960's Horikawa Japanese battery operated fighting robot, boxed. The robot is dark grey lithographed tin
plate, height 28cm ( photo centre pages ) £180-220
The box colours are good though it is worn an torn in places. The box comes with some of the original packing
card. The robot is in very good condition and appears to work with batteries by walking, head gears turning,
antenna moving and gun swivels and lights up red.

220

A Japanese clockwork walking/sparking robot by S.Y. (Yoneya) Toys £30-40
The robot walks when wound but does not spark. There is denting present

220a

A 1970's "Star Robot" plastic battery operated robot by Dynamic Toys Hong Kong. Unlicensed in the form of a
Star Wars Stormtrooper. Boxed £30-40
The robot motor "works" with batteries but there seems to be a temporal disconnect between it's upper and
lower body. The box is crumpled at the edges

221

Four 1964 Action Man figures together with various Action Man uniforms, clothing, boots and hats, two small
boxes of Action Man guns, hand grenades, respirator, belts,a quantity of Action Man accessories including
Action Man Jungle Expedition, Arctic Expedition and diving, etc £60-80

224

A Fleischmann no.232 steam powered blacksmith at anvil figure £30-50

225

A Triang tinplate Jones K L 44 crane complete with 2 buckets and a Multum model electric motor boxed
£30-50

226

A model of a British Caledonian Macdonald Douglas DC1030, 2 model Air UK Fokker F28 MK 400
Fellowships, 2 Wooster models no.47 British Airways Concorde, ditto no.47 British Airways Boeing 747 and
757 (x) and various other model airlines £30-50

227

A Pelham puppet no.SS16 - Indian Boy, boxed £26-36
The puppet is generally in good condition. The hands and head are good and the clothes are intact. The box
has a tear at one end and a split in one of the cellophane panels. The correct name is on the end of the box.
The strings are free from knots and tangles

228

A WH Smiths & Sons model of a Routemaster bus, a Corgi model no.C528 Hamleys open top bus, 2
Matchbox models of Yesteryear, 4 Days Gone models and a Lledo model of a Cadbury's vintage van £30-50

229

A Triang R356 Battle of Britain Class locomotive Winston Churchill and R38 tender £30-50

230

Four 1960's Waddington's board games - Campaign stock no.417, Battle of The Little Bighorn 1964, Camelot battle game of knights and men and Spy Ring 1965 together with a Waddington's Business Game stock
no.412 £70-100

231

A 1960's Parker board game - Risk catalogue no.31161, a Waddington board game - Formula One boxed (box
damaged), 1 other - Totopoly, do. Monopoly, original Bingo Game no.345 and a Sketch-A-Graph £30-50

232

An Astor 33 film projector together with 3 Pathescope 9.5mm films - Drama documentary, 2 Mickey Mouse
and a Warner Bros. Silvester 8mm film £40-60

233

Sixteen editions of The Railway Modeller February, March, May, August, October, December (front cover
missing) from 1955, November (front cover missing) and December 1956, May 1957, September 1958,
September and December 1959, January 1960 volumes 1 and 2, May and July 1960, G Freeman Allen Loco
Spotter annual 1960, Triang Railways - The First Ten Years (paper cover to the back missing), no. 1 and 2
Railway Modeller layout plans, The Gem Flexi-Trak handbook and the Wrenn Track work and The British
Railways locomotive £30-50
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234

Fourteen vintage bait and prawn mounts by Hardy and other makers £30-40

235

A Hardy Fred Taylor trotting fishing rod 11'3", with detachable butt and blue cloth bag £40-50

236

A Hardy 3 piece jet trolling salmon fishing rod in cloth bag £40-50

237

A Pegley Davies 2 piece 11' split cane beach casting fishing rod contained in a cloth bag £30-40

238

A 7' 2 piece split cane light spinning fishing rod in a brown cloth bag £24-34

239

A rectangular 19th Century snuff box with hinged lid containing 2 square carved ivory dice and 10 gaming dice
£30-50

240

An oval gilt metal and agate trinket box with hinged lid 1cm x 4cm x 3cm (chips to agate), a Police whistle, a
Masonic charity jewel and other minor curios 24cm £30-40

241

A Japanese rectangular black lacquered and floral decorated trinket box 3cm x 12cm x 9cm (slight chips to lid
in places) and a ditto circular dish 1cm x 8cm diam. £10-20

242

A carved malachite figure of a walking hippopotamus 4cm x 6cm, a carved and polished hardstone boat
shaped bowl 5cm x 17cm x 11cm, a carved polished figure on a hardwood stand 3cm £30-40

243

A Japanese circular metal bowl with character decoration 4cm x 8cm contained in a plush box and 2 bottle
stoppers £30-40

244

Two leather and fur covered sporrans 17cm x 13cm £30-50

245

A Barlow Shackler knife marked "stainless steel" throughout £16-26

246

Two Eastern double edged daggers with 20cm and 22cm blades contained in leather scabbards £30-40

247

A 19th Century percussion pocket pistol, the octagonal barrel with crowned U proof mark no.3477 32 £80-120

248

A 19th Century Swiss carved wooden matchbox marked Murren, with secret opening mechanism 1cm x 7cm x
4cm, a cylindrical turned treen jar and cover (chip to lid) 7cm x 7cm, a turned "string box" in the form of an
acorn 7cm x 4cm £30-40

249

Scott Aide a leather sporran 14cm x 12cm together with 1 other leather sporran 21cm x 17cm £30-40
Both sporrans have a pouch. The smaller sporran is Scott Aide.

250

A 19th Century gilt bronze and champleve enamel twin handled inkwell with hinged lid 10cm x 4cm raised on a
turned wooden base (liner missing) £30-40
There is a small section of repair to the enamel on one side of the body, the stand is slightly bent and there is
some light corrosion to the metal sections. The inkwell is otherwise generally in good condition.

251

A Negretti and Zambra pocket barometer, the silvered dial marked 28625 contained in a leather carrying case
£40-60
The loop to the top is missing and there is some corrosion to the case. There are some minor scratches to the
dial. The case is missing its button and has some minor wear to the extremities. The lot does not appear to be
working.

252

An 18th/19th Century circular lacquered jar and cover the lid decorated a figure of a bearded gentleman 2cm x
9cm £40-60
There are severe chips and sections missing from the base

253

A collection of Inuit carved hardstone figures, reclining walrus 5cm x 19cm x 9cm the base incised JAC E
E9730, turtle base marked CNDORO 4cm x 9cm x 6cm, bird 7cm x 5cm x 3cm, seal? 10cm x 9cm x 6cm
£40-60
The walrus tusks are missing and the figure is chipped, the seal has damage to its snout and all have contact
marks

254

An oak and gilt metal mounted 3 bottle miniature tantalus complete with key 16cm x 21cm x 8cm £50-75
Some of the gilt metal mounts are loose and one is missing. The decanters have some minor chips. The
tantalus is not marked.
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255

A cold painted spelter table lighter in the form of a race horse with jockey up, complete with striker 14cm x
17cm x 8cm £50-75
Some paint loss in places

256

A pair of Japanese polished bronze club shaped vases decorated dragons, the base with seal mark 34cm
£50-75

257

A pair of Japanese polished bronze vases decorated bamboo 13cm, 1 with hole to the base £30-50

258

A pair of 18th Century brass candlesticks on shaped bases 16cm, an Eastern brass tea kettle and stand (some
dents burner missing), a brass figure of a walking stag on an oval vase 11cm (antlers bent), an Indian carved
and pierced figure of an elephant 6cm x 9cm, pair of carved hardstone figures of elephants 9cm and a carved
hippopotamus £30-40

259

A gentleman's Austin Reed folding opera hat size 7 3/8 together with original bill of sale and box £30-50
There is some wear to the edges of the box but both hat and box are otherwise generally in good condition.

260

A cylindrical bamboo jar and cover, the lid carved a flower 5cm x 12cm, an Eastern painted and carved
wooden mask of a ladies winged face 15cm x 38cm and an Eastern carved and painted figure of an angel in
prayer 8cm x 31cm £30-40

261

Five wooden and plaster Royal Naval ships plaques, Ark Royal x 2, Illustrious, Exeter and Brave £40-60

262

An Edwardian oak cased perpetual calendar in a portico shaped case 27cm x 19cm x 9cm £50-75
There is some discolouration to the fabric, dates and days of the week in places

263

A gilt metal candlestick in the form of a cherub raised on a rococo style base 24cm x 11cm x 11cm £30-40
There is a dent to the side of the sconce

264

A 19th Century waisted metal flask/food carrier with copper base, brass plaque and lid marked J Salter 18cm h
x 12cm diam. £30-50
Brass swing handle is missing

265

Seven various Heredities bronze figures - shepherd, Mike and mate, girl and foal, boy feeding calf, Yorkshire
Terrier and frog, reclining Irish Wolfhound, seated dog and a Labrador (f) £40-60

266

W H Maxwell, 1 volume "The Life of Wellington 1893" leather bound, Robert Southey "The Life of Nelson
1893" leather bound, The Rev. Henry Horsman "The History of Our Museum" leather bound, The Rev. Alfred J
Church "Stories From Homer 1896" and "Stories of the Iliad 1895" leather bound (damage to spine), Sir Walter
Scott "Tales of a Grandfather 1898" leather bound (damage to spine) and volumes 1-4 "The Works of The
Right Honourable Joseph Addison" (all damaged) £30-50

267

A pair of bronze bookends in the form of standing elephants, raised on marble bases 21cm x 21cm x 12cm
£50-70

268

A gentleman's black silk top hat by Dunn & Company size 7 1/8 (very slight wear to the top) complete with box
PLEASE NOTE THE SIZE OF THIS HAT IS 7 1/8 (originally catalogued as 7 3/8) ( photo centre pages )
£60-80
The inner measurements of the hat are 8" (20.4cm) front to back and 6 1/4" (15.5cm) side to side. The hat is
15cm high. Aside form the small patch of wear on the top, the hat is in good condition.PLEASE NOTE THE
SIZE OF THIS HAT IS 7 1/8 NOT 73/8 AS ORIGINALLY CATALOGUED

269

A pair of 19th Century pewter candlesticks with ejectors 18cm, a pewter chamber stick (glass shade missing
and snuffer f) together with an Eastern octagonal squat bronze vase 10cm x 17cm £30-50

270

A Dutch circular embossed brass coal bin with lion mask drop handles raised on paw feet 35cm x 35cm
£30-50
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271

A bronzed figure group of 3 race horses raised on a shaped base 19cm x 25cm x 14cm together with a
bronzed figure group of 2 standing horses 16cm x 22cm x 11cm £30-50
There is damage to 1 of the horses tails

272

A good collection of 18th and 19th Century carved bone, ivory and mother of pearl condiment spoons
contained in a convex glass frame with gilt mounts 53cm x 36cm £40-60

273

A Benin bronze figure of a horse with mounted warrior 50cm h x 45cm w x 19cm d ( photo centre pages )
£60-90

274

A Chubb Warwick safe serial no. 1062317 63cm h x 48cm w x 57cm complete with key £100-150

275

A 19th Century French cast iron crucifix raised on a carved stone base 189cm h x 74cm w £160-190

276

A circular 10 gallon copper copper 35cm h x 51cm diam. marked A10 Gallon Tested £70-90

277

An impressive pair of Rococo style gilt metal 5 light candelabrum 62cm h x 31cm diam. £150-200

278

A cylindrical copper bucket with swing handle 32cm x 33cm £30-50

279

A 19th Century gilt metal adjustable oil lamp stand converted to an electric table lamp, raised on outswept
supports (reservoir missing) 134cm x 54cm diam. £90-120

280

A large quantity of cut glass lozenges £60-80

281

A Hofner President Blonde electro/acoustic guitar, labelled Hofner President no.5657 ( photo centre pages )
£500-700
There are some light contact marks to the body and a section of yellow plastic is missing midway

282

A George Formby 4 stringed ukulele banjo and case, the head marked B/1662 £50-75
This banjo has wear to the extremities and some very slight scratches and staining to the velum skin.

283

A Radiotone Archtop tenor ukulele circa 1936 £50-75
Worn in places

284

An Italian Soprani Regent accordion with 80 buttons £40-60

285

A 19th Century Japanese 4 section lacquered Inro decorated arrows 6cm x 1cm x 1.5cm £80-100
There is a mother of pearl arrowhead missing and a small section of damage to the decoration near the shaft
of the other arrow. There are some small chips around the string holes. The lot is otherwise generally in good
condition. The lot probably dates from around 1900. It is not signed

286

A pair of Edwardian triple optic field glass marked Theatre, Field Marine by Lemaire, France, the adjusting
wheel to the side engraved B and marked 3349 complete with leather carrying case £50-75
There is a slight dent to the right hand eye piece and a split to the side of the case

287

A 1920/30's Boots first aid tin containing a collection of various dressings etc 13cm x 27cm x 17cm £40-50

288

A Benares brass goblet shaped jardiniere 14cm x 12cm, a miniature brass kettle and trivet, do. coal scuttle,
anvil, model pig, dog, etc £30-40

289

A section of polished hardstone 5cm, a silver and shell scent bottle 5cm, various curios etc £30-40

290

A Smiths altimeter code no. PW/74AN serial no. AA/4970 £26-36

291

After the antique, a Greek figure of a standing gentleman raised on a circular base 30cm (2nd finger left hand
is missing) £75-95

292

A circular gilt metal electrolier hung lustres 40cm x 30cm diam. £50-75
All lustres are present although some have small chips and one drop of one string of the top tier is held on with
wire. The lot is otherwise in good condition.

293

A lady's quarter length Persian lamb jacket, some wear to the cuffs £20-30

294

A lady's brown musquash full length coat £20-30
Some wear to the cuffs
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295

A lady's black Persian lamb quarter length jacket £20-30
Some wear to the cuffs, pocket and front

296

A lady's light fur coat by David Jackson Ltd Eastbourne and Worthing £20-30

297

A lady's brown Persian lamb jacket £20-30
Slight split to the arm seem

298

A Furorgin France labelled full length red dyed fur coat £20-30

299

A lady's full length brown fur and suede coat by B Manock of Durban £20-30
We believe the coat is approximately size 16-18

300

A lady's brown beaver lamb full length coat £20-30
Signs of light wear in places

301

A lady's full length dyed fur coat £20-30

302

A lady's brown beaver lamb full length coat £20-30

303

A lady's quarter length Persian lamb coat by William and Hutchins Ltd 8 Hanover Square £20-30
Some wear to the cuffs and front

304

A lady's dark mink quarter length fur coat by Harrods £20-30

305

A lady's three quarter length light fur coat by Polo Norte, size 12 £20-30

306

A lady's 2 button, three quarter length brown fur coat by Adukin of Brighton £20-30

307

A lady's short mink fur jacket by Charles Moss (lining frayed) together with a lady's white quarter length fur
coat £30-40

308

A black and purple Kimono £30-50
This kimono has a small hole in the back at the bottom and has some loose stitches under the arms. It is
otherwise in good condition.

309

A lady's green snakeskin handbag with gilt mounts 17cm x 23cm x 7cm £30-40
There is a small panel missing from the clasp but this bag is otherwise in good condition.

310

A 1930's crocodile document case 32cm x 25cm £50-75

311

A Royal Horticultural Society flower stamps of the world, a set of first day covers contained in a folder file box
together with The Royal Commonwealth Society Collection of Silver Jubilee first day covers £20-30

312

A quantity of sheets of Honduran mint stamps £30-50

313

A Wanderer stamp album of used world stamps, 3 stock books of world stamps and a collection of mint and
used world stamps £30-50

314

A Stanley Gibbons Windsor stamp album of mint and used GB stamps, Victoria and later, a Stanley Gibbons
volume 4 decimal used stamp album 2005 onwards, and a quantity of used stamps £30-40

315

Two stock books of mint and used Commonwealth stamps Victoria and later and 2 further Concise Universal
stamp albums of mint and used world stamps £30-40

316

A Stanley Gibbons Windsor album volume 1 - Victoria to Elizabeth II mint and used stamps, a stock book of
Hong Kong mint and used stamps including a 1948 10$ silver wedding and a shoebox of various GB first day
covers £100-150

317

An album of mint and used world stamps including Switzerland, Spain, Russia, Portugal, Netherlands and
loose stamps etc £40-60

318

Two boxes of loose world stamps on paper £30-40

319

A Wessex Knight stock book of various Victorian and later mint and used GB stamps together with various
Elizabeth II mint presentation stamps £30-50

320

A Favourite Philately album of GB and world stamps - Victoria to Elizabeth II including South Africa, Borneo,
Malta, Yugoslavia, Italy, India, Hungary, Greece, Germany, Canada, Belgium, £30-50
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321

Seven albums of Elizabeth II first day covers £30-50

322

An album of Edwardian and later coloured postcards including HMS King George V at Keele, Zeppelin brought
down in flames, First World War scenes and coloured postcards £40-60

323

Two albums of black and white and coloured postcards including 2 Louis Wain, holiday scenes, humour, etc
£40-60

324

Two hundred black and white and coloured postcards of liners including The SS Olympic,
SS Aquatania, SS Lusitania etc £70-90
Approximately 20 of the cards feature ocean liners

325

An album of French coloured postcards of Napoleonic soldiers £30-50
All of the postcards in this album are of the same Napoleonic soldier theme (approximately 75)

326

A postcard album of black and white and coloured postcards including Ceylon, Singapore, foreign travels, a
White Star Liner Titanic memorial postcard, beauties, etc £60-80
There are approximately 172 postcards in this album

327

Two 1920's photograph albums containing black and white photographs of Colombo, ship life, Suez Canal,
portside, Paris, Italy etc £40-60
7 photos feature the Suez canal

328

Three albums of cigarette cards including Wills, Players, Carreras, Ogdens, Churchmans £60-80

329

A quantity of loose cigarette cards £30-50

330

A Top Stars album of famous footballers, presented by A & BC Chewing Gum ltd (missing nos.28,
29,46-48,51,53,54,56,58,60,64,66-68,73,74,77-80,82,84,85,87,90,92), a Chix Bubblegum football album
(missing no.13,19,31,39,44,46) together with 4 Trex Club albums "Don't You Believe It", "Isn't It Strange",
"How, What and Why", "This Wonderful World" and an Eagle Marvels of This Modern Age album, other cards
etc £30-40

331

A collection of coloured saucy postcard £30-40

332

Beatrix Potter, 4 volumes "The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes", "The Tale of Peter Rabbit", "The Tale of Flopsy
Bunnies" and "The Story of a Fierce Bad Rabbit", all published by Frederick Warne & Co. together with
Dickens "A Christmas Carol" The Children's Bookshelf by Thomas Nelson and Sons £24-34
The tale of Peter Rabbit has 85 pages and the endpaper inside the front cover is decorated with 6 Beatrix
potter characters

333

Major General Bernard Law Montgomery, a signed handwritten document, headed H.Q.3rd Division B.E.F.
19-11-39 - Sir ref A.6417, please note that my address is now as above, yrs. faithfully B. L. Montgomery, MajorGeneral. With Royal Armoured Corps stamp for the 23 November 1939 26.5cm x 21cm ( photo centre pages )
£300-400
This document has been folded and there is a tear to the top

334

After Guillaune, a bronze figure of a standing boy carrying a basket, raised on a square base 58cm £500-700
There is an old pin repair to his arm

335

A pair of polished gilt metal heart shaped easel photograph frames with garland decoration 18cm x 12cm
£40-60
The stands have broken at the hinges. They are otherwise in good condition.

336

A bronze figure of a seated Buddha 14cm x 8cm x 5cm £30-40

337

A Japanese bronze and cloisonne enamel incense burner with pierced lid, the base with seal mark 6cm x 9cm
£30-50

338

A circular Oriental carved hardstone dish with hole to the centre, 15cm £20-30
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339

A bronze cold painted inkwell in the form of a walking rhino 8cm h x 19cm x 6cm d £40-60
2 of the inkwells are missing. The hinge is crudely made and as such the lid pivots on the hinge but the lot is
otherwise in good condition.

340

A pair of Trench Art vases formed from 3lb shell cases, the base marked 53, 20cm h £24-34

341

Three Pelham puppets - dog, girl and a fairy together with a Pelham Puppet Club leaflet and instructions for
Pelham puppet £30-40
The fairy's hands and head are in good condition. One of her wings is folded back and there is some heavy
staining to the back of her skirt. The box is crumpled and torn and the cellophane panels are deteriorating.
The box is named correctly. The string are tangled but not knotted. The Chinese woman is inn good condition
as are her clothes. The box is torn and worn but is correctly named. The poodle has some wear to the paint on
his nose and some mild staining throughout. The box is similar to the last but is named correctly. The strings
on both are tangled , the poodle having some knots.

342

A carved stone figure of a seated "cat" 12cm x 16cm x 9cm £50-75

343

A gilt metal 8 light electrolier hung lozenges 45cm h x 57cm diam. £50-75

344

Three circular gilt metal bag shaped light fittings hung lozenges 28cm h x 27cm diam. £60-90

345

An impressive Japanese bronze figure of a seated scholar 65cm h x 51cm w x 58cm £500-700
The hand holding the tablet has possibly been repaired. The lot is otherwise in good condition.

346

A circular 5 tier metal electrolier hung lozenge drops 20cm h x 46cm diam. £40-60
4 of the glass droplets are missing and several have small chips. The lot is otherwise in good condition.

347

A white veined and gilt mounted turned column on a stepped base with Corinthian capital 110cm h x 25cm d x
25cm w £100-150
There are some chips to the top and the base

348

A large and impressive Chinese hardwood figure group of Dogs of Fo set with hardstone eyes 37cm x 39cm x
40cm £500-700
There are some splits to the wood in places

349

Of Masonic interest, a Victorian rectangular inlaid mahogany trinket box with hinged lid containing a collection
of ladies night menus £30-40

350

After E Bilvitr, a handsome pair of 19th Century bronze figures of standing Continental farmers, 1 with plough,
1 with scythe, raised on circular bases 43cm h x 13cm diam. £1000-1500

351

A large collection of comics to include 17 Star Wars 'Return of the Jedi' (1984) 22 Planet of The Apes (1975 1976) a large collection of Buster, Monster Fun and Topper £50-75

352

A pair of deeply carved and painted Victorian wooden panels decorated cherubs 51cm h x x 91cm w x 10cm d
£400-500

353

A metal box containing a collection of Phantom lures and other fishing lures £30-50

354

A vintage Mighty Tough lure box containing approx. 10 Hardy and 30 other old fishing lures £40-60

355

A pair of Richard Wheatley vintage rod holders for roof mount fixing £30-40

356

A wooden box containing a collection of vintage fishing floats and winders £30-40

357

An early Hardy cardboard box containing a collection of 1920's fishing flies £40-60

358

An Air Cel GT-9-S/S centre pin fishing reel, a Kodex centre pin fishing reel, an Intrepid dragon fly reel marked
60, 2 bakelite Alcocks aerial centre pin reels (1 with crack to rim), an Intrepid centre pin fishing reel, do.
Superfly reel boxed, a Mustang Shakespeare 45 centre pin reel, wooden star back centre pin fishing reel,
wooden centre pin reel and 1 other £30-50
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359

A Daiwa no.750 fishing reel, a Mitchell 208, a Karmann no.41, a Shakespeare 2154, a Bodex 5000, a Mitchell
310 boxed and with paperwork, a Sunshine S7100 and 4 other fishing reels £30-50

360

A bank of 23 drawers containing vintage fishing lures, flies, salmon and trout floats including cork, pipe floats
etc £30-50
Additional images added.

361

A Hardy Bros. folding and expanding salmon landing fishing net £30-50

362

An Apollo Tapper Flash 14' match fishing rod with detachable butt, in original maker's bag £30-50
There is some corrosion to the aluminium rings and butt on the handle, some light scratches and small chips to
the paint work on the body and the bag is heavily worn and has several holes.

363

A Sharpes of Aberdeen "The Featherweight" 8'6" 2 piece split cane fly rod in original bag £30-50

364

Rudge, a 13' salmon fishing rod in cloth bag £30-50

365

A split cane travel fly fishing rod contained in a Playfair of Aberdeen cloth bag £30-40

366

A Trossacks of Scotland 3 piece split cane 9'3" trout fishing rod "The MacDonald" contained in a cloth bag
£30-50

367

A Sharpes of Aberdeen Scottie split cane 9' trout fishing rod (line weight 6) with splice protectors, contained in
original cloth bag £40-60

368

An Edgar Sealy 13' match rod contained in original bag £30-50

369

An Allcocks Popular 9', 3 piece split cane trout fishing rod in bag £30-50

370

An Allcocks Gladiator 3 piece trout fly fishing rod in cloth bag £30-50

371

A vintage 2 piece cane boat fishing rod with ceramic eyes £30-40

372

A Hardy Glaskona 3 piece "The Trout" fly fishing rod in original bag £30-50

373

A French split cane 9' trout fly fishing rod in cloth bag £30-50

374

A split cane 8' fishing rod with agate lined rings and original cloth bag £30-50

375

A Tank Aerial 13' match fishing rod in green bag, together with a 2 piece vintage 9' swing tip fishing rod £30-40

376

A pair of leather moccasins 8cm x 4cm, 1 other 8cm x 2cm, a single ditto 10cm x 3cm, a pair of leather boots
8cm x 8cm, a carved wooden spoon and other curios £30-50

377

Four political posters by the Labour Party, 1971 reprints of 1910 originals, each measuring 62.5cm w x 96cm
h, to include Landless, Today Unemployed, Yesterday The Trenches and Mothers Vote Labour £20-30
There are some tears to the edges on a couple of the posters. The posters measure 24.5" x 38"

378

A Chinese carved hardwood figure of a standing warrior 40cm x 17cm x 10cm £40-60

379

A 19th Century pewter quart tankard marked X, a crown and rose pewter pint tankard and a George V LCC
pewter pint tankard (dent to base) £20-30
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.
401

20th Century oil on canvas, indistinctly signed, foothills of The Himalayas 66cm by 92cm £150-200
This painting has some heavy craquelure particularly to the left hand side but is otherwise generally in good
condition.

402

David Shepherd (1931 - 2017) coloured print, signed in pencil, limited edition no.14/850 "Highland Cattle"
40cm x 76cm, labels en verso £50-80
This print is in good condition

403

M U Sears, coloured engraving "Brighton New Church" dedicated to St Peter, 21cm x 32cm £30-50

404

Jack Carter 1978 (1912 - 1992) watercolour, still life study of roses 37cm x 31cm ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

405

A pair of 19th Century oils on glass of jockeys and horses in rural settings 27cm x 37cm ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

406

A Chinese silk embroidery of horses drinking from a river 33cm x 79cm £100-150

407

John Hamilton Glass SSA (1820-1885), watercolour, signed, "Evening Buckhaven" 34cm x 51cm £50-100
There is some sun damage to this watercolour

408

Amy C Reeve-Fowkes (1886-1968), watercolour, study of a statue before flowers, signed 28cm x 28cm £40-60

409

Map, Herman Moll, coloured map of Staffordshire with coloured borders and archeological and monument
studies to the border 32cm x 20cm together with a mapy by Kitchen of Cumberland with coloured borders
21cm x 17cm £30-50

410

Pieter Cornelis Steenhouwer (1896-1972), oil on panel signed, a Continental riverscape with a boat moored
beside a cottage with figures 19cm x 24cm £50-100

411

Florence Mackay 1916 (1860-1930), watercolour, a lady with geese beside a thatched cottage 19.5cm x
26.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

412

W M Kale, 1897, watercolours signed, studies of Tenby, a pair, 17cm x 25cm £30-50

413

A 19th Century print, study of huntsmen and hounds in extensive landscape 12cm x 18cm £30-40

414

Pieter Cornelis Steenhouwer (1896-1972), oils on board, a pair, signed, Dutch winterscapes with figures before
buildings 18cm x 24cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

415

Norman Wilkinson (1878-1971) etching, signed in pencil, maritime study 33cm x 33cm £40-60

416

J H C, print of a fisherman 28cm x 19cm £40-60

417

Vera Goodwin, oil on canvas signed, moonlit study with figures and boats before a windmill, 17cm x 25cm
£40-60

418

An Edwardian watercolour, unsigned, figures beside a lake with mountains in the distance, unsigned 14cm x
34cm £30-50

419

Edwardian watercolours, a pair, unsigned, Continental riverscapes with figures and buildings, 26.5cm x 35.5cm
£100-150
There is some foxing and fading to both pictures
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420

An oil painting on canvas, unsigned, Madonna Della Seggiola after Luigi Bardi, Mary embracing the child
Christ while the young John The Baptist watches, unframed 75cm x 75cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-100
The picture is holed

421

Victorian oil on canvas, unsigned, portrait study of a gentleman 75cm x 62cm £80-120
This picture has been re-lined

422

Tom Linson, watercolour, signed, desert scene with figures and camels 24cm x 60cm £60-80

423

Bowring, 3.4.29, watercolour, Industrial Thames scene with Battersea power station, 25cm x 34cm £50-75
There are some water spots to the right of the signature and small tears to 2 corners of the mount. The
watercolour is probably stuck to the board.

424

W Carlisle Baillie (act. 1887 - 1920) watercolour, signed, market street scene with figures before an archway
16cm x 14cm £50-80

425

D A Bannerman December 11 1873, watercolour, signed, maritime study in choppy seas 29cm x 46cm £40-60
This painting is faded

426

After Meindert Hobbema (1638 - 1709) The Avenue at Middelharnis 19th Century oil on canvas, unsigned,
103cm x 140cm £800-1000
There is a 2cm hole in the canvas

427

George Stanfield Walters 1889 (1838 - 1924) oil on canvas, signed, moored boats and figures 37cm x 24cm (
photo centre pages ) £100-150
The painting has been relined

428

Bernard Benedict Hemy (1845-1913), oil on canvas, signed, a 19th Century study of a north of England
harbour scene with paddle steamers, moored boats and ships 49cm x 67cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
This painting has an old patch to the canvas on reverse

429

A 19th Century oil on canvas, portrait study of a lady standing beside a tree in a country setting 124cm x 97cm
£500-700
There is some repainting to the canvas and a 6cm hole and a 3cm hole

430

P Jones, oil on panel, unsigned, study of a boy with horses and dogs beside a wall 19cm x 29cm £50-75
This oil has been touched up slightly and has been kept above a fire so there is some slight bubbling. None of
this is particularly noticeable and the painting is otherwise in good condition.

431

E D, charcoal and pastel study of a dog with sheep in the distance 30cm x 24cm £40-60

432

Vincent Brooks (1814 - 1885) coloured engraving, Knave and Transept The Great Exhibition, in an arched
mount 66cm x 92cm £40-60

433

Sally Townsend, 1989.90, watercolour, signed, ornithological study of 10 birds 71cm x 101cm £100-200

434

Peter Scott (1909 - 1989) print signed in pencil, barnacle geese coming of the Mers at Caerlaverock, proof
print 39cm x 55cm £80-120

435

Victorian overpainted print on canvas, unsigned, study of a young lady 28cm x 22cm £50-75

436

J R Berzeky, oil on board, signed, still life vase of flowers, 58cm x 70cm £40-60
There is some minor wear to the paint by the edge of the frame on the left hand side. The painting is otherwise
in good condition.

437

Martin, oil on canvas, signed, "The River Moll" 58cm x 78cm £50-75

438

A George III Freedom of the City of London, framed, 8cm x 34cm £30-50

439

19th Century Continental miniature watercolour, unsigned, study of figures before buildings with a distant
mountain 9cm x 6cm £40-60
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
441

A silver 3 piece condiment with blue glass liners and 2 spoons, Birmingham 1946, 100 grams £40-60
One spoon has been replaced by a plated one

442

A silver sugar shaker of baluster form 18cm, 120 grams £30-50
The hallmarks are rubbed and there are numerous dents

443

A set of 6 silver and guilloche enamel coffee spoons, Birmingham 1973, cased, together with a silver teaspoon
76 grams £30-50
The yellow and purple spoons have minor cracks to the bowls, the white and green spoons have light wear to
the handles and the light blue spoons has a tiny chip to the end of the handle.

444

An 800 standard 2 handled basket together with a silver sherry label and a shell shaped box 70 grams £30-50

445

A pair of Victorian silver napkin rings Sheffield 1897, 1 other, 80 grams £30-50

446

A silver octagonal teapot with fruitwood handle and knop, Sheffield 1936, gross weight 652 grams gross
£100-150

447

A Victorian silver toilet bottle Birmingham 1891, 3 other mounted bottles £40-60
The smallest bottle has minor chips. The tapered bottle is chipped and has the wrong stopper. The cylindrical
jar has a dented and holed lid. The leading item has numerous small chips to the glass.

448

A silver commemorative plate in commemoration of the achievements of Brigadier Gerard 1970-1972, London
1972, maker William Comyns & Sons no.0765/2000, 23cm, 380 grams £100-150

449

A pair of George III Irish silver berry spoons with chased armorials Dublin 1792, 158 grams, maker JS £80-120

450

A silver mustard and salt raised on paw feet Birmingham 1962, 100 grams £26-36

451

A silver match sleeve holder Birmingham 1925, pair of sugar tongs, teaspoon and 2 fruit knives, weighable
silver 67 grams £30-40

452

A circular silver photograph frame Birmingham 1945, 13cm £30-40
There are minor dents to this item

453

An Art Deco style 5 piece silver dressing table set comprising hand mirror, 2 hair brushes, 2 clothes brushes,
Sheffield 1950 £50-75

454

A Chinese cast and chaste silver buckle decorated with dragons chasing the flaming pearl 12cm x 8cm, 44
grams £100-150

455

An Edwardian pierced oval silver bowl with shell decoration Chester 1908, 16.5cm, 165 grams £50-75

456

An Edwardian rectangular silver cigarette box with presentation inscription Birmingham 1903, 15cm x 10cm x
6cm £50-75
There are several dents to this lot

457

A set of 8 silver Kings pattern knives and forks London 1912 maker D & J Wellby Ltd £80-120

458

A pair of Victorian Scottish silver Kings pattern ladles, Edinburgh 1855, maker Mitchell & Russell 70 grams
£50-70
Both ladles are in good condition

459

A Victorian silver demi-fluted teapot with ebony mounts Sheffield 1896,maker Roberts & Belk gross weight 484
grams £100-150

460

A Georgian style circular silver strainer Birmingham 1987, 8cm, 62 grams £30-40

461

A pair of Georgian design circular silver pierced coasters 9.5cm, London 1985 £30-50
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462

A Victorian style circular silver patch box, an oval ditto and an enamelled ditto with a cat £40-60

463

A Victorian silver vesta/sovereign and half sovereign case Sheffield 1898, 7cm, 56 grams ( photo centre pages
) £100-150
There are some minor dents to this item

464

A Victorian silver and hardstone mounted vesta Birmingham 1896, 18 grams 5cm £50-80
There are very minor chips to some of the hardstones and the hall marks are slightly rubbed

465

An Edwardian style 925 circular patch box decorated with a cat, 2 others, 50 grams £40-60

466

Two Sterling silver enamelled figures of cats and a sterling silver ditto £40-60

467

An Edwardian silver cased carriage timepiece with scroll handle on ball feet, London 1907, 9cm £100-150
The dial is cracked and the case is dented

468

A silver pencil holder decorated with horses heads and minor items £30-40

469

A 925 silver rectangular enamelled snuff box decorated with cats playing golf 5.5cm x 4.5cm x 1.5cm, 61
grams £40-60

470

A silver salver with Chippendale rim and presentation inscription and signatures, London 1936, 25cm, maker
Richard Woodman Burbridge 534 grams ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

471

An art nouveau silver bowl holder with pierced floral decoration and scroll handles, Birmingham 1907, 67
grams, 10cm £30-50

472

A Victorian repousse silver pedestal bowl decorated with acanthus leaves and swags, London 1895, maker
Charles Stuart Harris, 19cm, 414 grams ( photo centre pages ) £170-220
This bowl is in good condition having no dents or splits and good clear hallmarks.

473

A Continental silver bachelor's baluster teapot with ebony mounts 13cm, gross 445 grams £120-150

474

A set of 3 George III circular silver table salts with spread foot, London 1801, 9cm, 554 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £220-260
The makers marks are rubbed

475

A repousse chased silver pedestal bowl decorated with classical figures London 1872, maker Martin Hall & Co
13cm, 225 grams £100-150

476

An Indian repousse silver 2 handled sugar bowl and cream jug together with a pair of sugar tongs decorated
with deities 270 grams £70-100

477

A late 19th Century Indian repousse silver chased bowl decorated with panels of deities and elephants on a
ground of formal scrolling leaves and flowers, raised on bun fee, the underside engraved with a figure of a
deity, 590 grams, stamped Hua Chang Bangkok, 23 cm ( photo centre pages ) £130-160

478

A rectangular engine turned cigarette case London 1956, maker Padget Brakam Ltd 192 grams £30-50
This case has some very minor scratches to the underside but is otherwise in good condition and does not
have any personalised inscriptions or engravings.

479

A silver egg cup and spoon, 35 grams £20-30
The hallmarks are rubbed

480

A collection of enamelled and other silver collectors spoons and thimbles, 198 grams £40-60

481

A silver mug with S scroll handle Birmingham 1949 maker Percy Frederick Jackson with presentation
inscription, 8cm, 128 grams £40-60
There are several dents to this cup

482

A pair of silver sugar tongs London 1916, 1 other and minor plated items £30-40

483

A Victorian silver mug with chased decoration and vacant cartouche, Sheffield 1880, 7cm,maker Fenton Bros
82 grams £40-60
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484

An Indian cast and pierced silver buckle decorated with figures 30.5cm, 92 grams £40-60

485

A 1000 gram silver ingot by Nadir no.S19350, 13cm x 6cm x 1cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-450

486

A silver gilt mesh evening bag Birmingham 1920, 238 grams £85-110

487

A set of 4 Sterling silver engine turned bridge pencils, cased £40-60

488

A silver caddy spoon with feather handle, London 1990 8cm and a silver pepperette 45 grams £20-30
Image of hallmarks to caddy spoon added.

489

A Continental repousse silver rectangular box decorated with classical figures, cherubs and birds, with import
marks, Chester 1901, 7.5cm x 5cm x 3cm, 124 grams £50-75

490

A pair of William IV silver dessert spoons with chased handles and monogram London 1831, maker Benjamin
Davis 62 grams £20-30

491

A silver cigarette case Birmingham 1916, 2 others, 270 grams £100-150

492

A Continental repousse silver beaker with scroll and floral decoration and vacant cartouche 8cm, 87 grams
£30-50
This beaker is unmarked but has been tested as silver.

493

A George III silver helmet shaped cream jug with chased armorial London 1803, 9cm, 115 grams £45-55

494

A sterling silver money bank in the shape of a drum, the sides decorated with marching soldiers, 6.5cm, 74
grams £30-50
There is some damage to the rim where someone has tried to force entry

495

A Victorian silver christening set comprising knife, fork and spoon, Sheffield 1872, a broken cigarette box, a
spoon and 2 other spoons £40-60

496

A Victorian silver beaker London 1883 with presentation inscription contained in a fitted case together with a
teaspoon and napkin ring, 114 grams £30-50

497

A sterling silver porringer with engraved handle and a tapered bowl 180 grams £40-60

498

A set of 6 silver napkin rings with beaded decoration, Birmingham 1945, 76 grams £40-60

499

A silver hip flask with engraved monogram Birmingham 1917 maker Deakin & Francis Ltd 12.5cm, 130 grams
£40-60
There are several dents to this lot

500

A silver cigarette case with chased decoration and monogram birmingham 1926, an Alpaca ditto 210 grams
£45-65

501

A circular silver shallow dish London 1935, a tea strainer and stand, minor spoons, 222 grams £60-80

502

A pair of silver circular photograph frames 7.5cm and 3 spirit labels £30-40
The frames are dented and the hallmarks are rubbed

503

A Victorian repousse silver heart shaped photograph frame decorated with birds, mythical masks and flowers,
engraved Lily, London 1899, maker William Comyns 28cm x 24cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

504

A Victorian silver demi-fluted coffee pot with chased armorial and ebony mounts, London 1899, maker William
Hutton & Sons Ltd 27cm, gross 630 grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-180
The handle is riveted

505

An Edwardian silver 3 piece demi fluted tea set on ball feet with ebony mounts Birmingham 1908, maker John
Gloster gross 635 grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

506

A circular silver pedestal bowl Birmingham 1923, 15cm, 154 grams £30-50
There are several dents to this lot

507

A pair of Edwardian silver waisted vases with flared bases, Birmingham 1910, maker Maurice Gratz & Co
16cm, 275 grams £40-60
There is a 15mm dent to the base of one vase but otherwise they are in good condition
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508

A George III silver sauce boat with S scroll handle on hoof feet London 1765, 88 grams £40-60

509

A George IV silver beaker of plain form with spread base, London 1826, maker John Kidder 7cm, 55 grams
£40-60
The rim is slightly misshapen and there are several pin-head dents to the body. The beaker is otherwise in
good condition.

510

An Edwardian walking cane with Chinese repousse silver mount with words and bamboo decoration 83cm
£40-60

511

A 9ct yellow gold cabochon cut amethyst and pearl gate bracelet £330-380

512

A pair of 18ct yellow gold engine turned oval cufflinks 12 grams £160-190

513

A rose gold, diamond, ruby and pearl floral brooch 60mm x 45mm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

514

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style sapphire and diamond drop earrings £280-320

515

A 9ct yellow gold fire opal and diamond ring, size N and a pair of ensuite earrings £180-220

516

An 18ct yellow gold diamond and sapphire cluster daisy ring size M, 1.7 grams £40-60
This ring is Edwardian and is in good condition.

517

An Edwardian style silver gilt amethyst and seed pearl necklace £240-340

518

A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size L, 4 grams and an 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring size L 1.9
grams together with a section of yellow gold watch bracelet £50-75

519

An 18ct white gold aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the emerald cut centre stone approx. 5.65ct
surrounded by brilliant and baguette cut diamonds approx. 0.95ct, size N 1/2 £1350-1550
The stone has some inclusions visible with the naked eye. The ring is modern and is otherwise in good
condition.

520

A quantity of minor 9ct yellow gold necklaces (broken), 10 grams £70-90

521

A silver gilt pearl and diamond Edwardian style necklace £420-520

522

An 18ct yellow gold cultured pearl and diamond floral cluster ring size R ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

523

A pair of 18ct yellow gold cultured pearl and diamond floral ear clips ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
Image of clips added.

524

An 18ct white gold sapphire and diamond line bracelet, the sapphires approx. 11.22ct, the diamonds approx
0.65ct, 17.5cm long £1100-1300

525

A 9ct yellow gold seed pearl bar brooch and minor gold and other jewellery £30-50
The chain in this lot is gilt and not gold.

526

A 9ct yellow gold two stone diamond ring, a sapphire and diamond ditto size R £50-75

527

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring size N 4.1 grams £100-140

528

An 18ct white gold diamond cluster pendant 0.5ct on a 9ct white gold chain £480-580

529

A 14ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond bar brooch, 55mm, 2.6 grams £50-75

530

A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet including an 1886 sovereign and an 1895 half pond, gross weight 84 grams (
photo centre pages ) £650-750

531

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond pendant on a ditto chain £40-60

532

An 18ct white gold 4 section diamond ring, size P 1/2, 0.25ct, 5.1 grams ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

533

A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size P and a 9ct yellow gold garnet pendant £40-60

534

An American yellow gold enamelled fraternity jewel set with garnets and paste stones £80-100
The enamel is bruised

535

A pair of platinum single stone diamond ear studs, 0.3ct £200-250
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536

An 18ct yellow and white gold 5 stone brilliant cut diamond necklace ( photo centre pages ) £300-400
This lot is in good condition
Its gross weight is 17grams

537

A pair of 18ct white gold heart shaped diamond ear studs approx. 0.6ct £480-580

538

An 18ct yellow gold stone diamond crossover ring size S, 3.4 grams £80-120

539

A lady's 9ct yellow gold J W Benson wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock on a leather strap £30-40
This watch is working

540

A 9ct yellow gold cameo portrait brooch 33m x 22mm £40-60

541

A 14ct yellow gold cultured pearl pendant, a propelling pencil, 3 pairs of earrings and a pendant £40-60

542

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size L together with a pair of 18ct yellow gold hollow ear hoops £50-70

543

A Continental silver, mother of pearl and peridot bird brooch 10cm £40-50

544

An 18ct white gold ruby and diamond ring, the centre oval cut diamond approx. 0.58ct surrounded by rubies
with an open shank set with diamonds, size M £880-1080

545

A 14ct yellow gold enamelled fraternity ring with pierced shank, size S, gross 7 grams £50-75
There is minor loss to the gilding of the crest

546

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set wedding band size N 6.3 grams £60-80

547

An Art Deco style ruby and diamond ring, the rubies approx. 3.48ct, diamonds approx 0.65ct, size M 1/2 (
photo centre pages ) £1800-2400
This ring is modern and as such, is in good condition.

548

A 14ct yellow gold marquis diamond ring approx. 0.25ct, size L £120-150
This ring has a gross weight of 3.6 grams

549

A 14ct yellow gold fancy link bracelet 18mm, 10 grams £80-120

550

A pair of 18ct white gold emerald and diamond cluster earrings, the emeralds approx. 2.07ct surrounded by
baguette diamonds 0.3ct and brilliant cut diamonds 0.81ct £1500-1800

551

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring, size M 1/2 £80-120
This ring has a gross weight of 3.2 grams

552

A pair of platinum Art Deco style sapphire and diamond drop earrings, sapphires approx. 4.45ct, diamonds
approx. 0.95ct, 58mm ( photo centre pages ) £4500-5500

553

A pair of 14ct yellow gold pear cut coral earrings £50-75

554

A silver gilt Edwardian style amethyst, peridot, emerald and diamond necklace £270-370

555

An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring size L £40-60
This ring has a gross weight of 2.9 grams

556

A 14ct yellow gold baroque seed pearl and diamond pendant and chain 52mm x 22mm £80-120

557

An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring size M 2.7 grams £65-85

558

A pair of white gold ruby and diamond drop earrings, the pear cut diamonds 1.23ct, the rubies 1.37ct, brilliant
cut diamonds 1.49ct £3800-4400

559

An Edwardian paste tie pin and a horseshoe ditto £30-40

560

An 18ct white gold colour treated ruby and diamond line bracelet, the rubies approx. 13.3ct, the diamonds
approx. 0.65ct, 17.5cm £1100-1300

561

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring, size P 1/2, 3.8 grams £90-120

562

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold turquoise set ring size P, 1 other and a pendant £40-60

563

A pair of carved jade emerald and diamond ear drops in the Art Deco style £550-650
This lot is in excellent condition

564

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and gem set pendant and chain £50-75
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565

A 9ct yellow gold smoky quartz ring size L and an Edwardian yellow gold seed pearl ring size M £40-60

566

An 18ct white gold emerald and diamond line bracelet, the emeralds approx. 8.31ct, the diamonds 0.65ct,
17.5cm £1100-1300

567

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring size R. 2.6 grams £65-85

568

An 18ct yellow gold channel set baguette cut diamond ring, approx. 0.5ct, size J £100-150
This ring has a gross weight of 4.1 grams

569

An 18ct white gold oval ruby and diamond cluster ring, the treated centre stone approx. 1.6ct surrounded by
brilliant and baguette cut diamonds approx. 0.65ct, size N £1350-1650
The ruby has been colour treated

570

A Victorian carved portrait brooch £30-50

571

An 18ct white gold diamond set cross pendant on a ditto chain, 4.7 grams £50-70

572

A 9ct yellow gold topaz dress ring, size J £50-70

573

A 9ct yellow gold necklace and charms, 9 grams £50-80

574

A 9ct yellow gold cameo portrait pendant suspended from a silk collar with 9ct gold mounts £40-60

575

A pair of Edwardian style silver gilt ruby, diamond and pearl heart shaped earrings £190-230

576

An 18ct white gold sapphire set cross and chain £60-80

577

A string of cultured pearls with a silver magnetic barrel clasp 45cm £240-280

578

A 9ct yellow gold gem set ring size P 1/2 3.8 grams gross £90-120

579

A 9ct yellow gold heart shaped ring size N 2.2 grams £24-34

580

An 18ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring size Q 1/2 £110-140
This ring has a gross weight of 2.4 grams

581

An 18ct white gold diamond cluster ring size N £100-150
This ring has a gross weight of 3.1 grams

582

A 9ct yellow gold gem set dress ring size P 1/2 2.6 grams gross £45-55

583

A 9ct yellow gold bloodstone signet ring size O, 2 others and a gold seal £100-150

584

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size Q £40-50

585

A George III silver pair cased pocket watch, the movement marked Messrs Olivants Manchester no.6000, the
case hallmarked Chester 1806 ( photo centre pages ) £100-200
The push button is missing, the watch is not working, there is minor damage to the dial and the glass is
missing

586

An Art Nouveau 15ct yellow gold jade and pearl drop pendant, stamped VB c, 45mm x 25mm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150
There is some pitting to the jade but the pendant is otherwise in good condition. It is marked 15ct and VB. The
pendant weighs approximately 5.8g

587

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size M 1.7 grams gross £36-46

588

A pair of Edwardian 9ct yellow gold opal and diamond ear clips, 1 other 9ct pair £60-80

589

An 18ct yellow gold oval ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 4ct surrounded by 12 brilliant
cut diamonds, size M £1100-1300

590

An 18ct yellow gold diamond ring size O £250-300

591

A 9ct yellow gold peridot and pearl pendant, a ditto chain and 2 9ct rings size L £50-75

592

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre cut stone approx 1.35ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 1.5ct, size N £2000-2500
Additional images added.
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593

A gentleman's silver and enamelled half hunter pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the dial inscribed J W
Benson London, hallmarked London 1936 ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
This watch is working

594

A 14ct yellow gold princess cut diamond ring size P £80-120
This ring has a gross weight of 3.1 grams

595

A silver Albert with T bar and clasp, a ditto with a sports fob, 71 grams £30-50

596

An 18ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring size M 1/2 £250-280

597

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Record wristwatch, approx. 3.5 grams £40-60

598

A 9ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring size P 2.4 grams gross £90-120

599

An 18ct yellow gold diamond and sapphire ring size N £110-130

600

A 9ct yellow gold curb link bracelet, 4 9ct pendants, 16 grams £110-140

601

A 14ct white gold emerald and diamond ring size P £50-75

602

A 9ct yellow gold garnet pendant and chain £80-100
This lot probably dates from the 80s/90s. The chain is marked 375 and the pendant is marked 9ct. There are
some minor surface scratches to the stone but the lot is otherwise in good condition.

603

A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet 44.4 grams £350-400

604

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond oval cluster ring, the centre oval stone approx. 4ct surrounded by 14
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.65ct size S 1/4 £1100-1300
This ring is modern and weighs approximately 6.6g. The face measures 19mm x 15mm, the band has a width
of 20mm and the ring is 30mm high

605

A 9ct white gold oval ruby and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 0.5ct size N £100-150

606

A 9ct yellow gold buckle ring size T, 3.5 grams £80-100

607

An Edwardian yellow gold and opal set locket, a 15ct ring (minus 1 stone) and a broken 9ct necklace £40-60

608

A 9ct yellow gold oval double sided locket 54cm £100-140

609

An 18ct white gold diamond cluster ring, approx 0.5ct, size L £200-250

610

A 9ct white gold gem set triangular ring size N 1/2 2 grams gross £90-120

611

A 9ct yellow gold necklace and cross pendant, a ditto 9ct necklace and pendant, 26 grams £180-220

612

An 18ct white gold emerald and diamond floral ring set with 5 brilliant cut emeralds and baguette and marquise
cut diamonds approx. 1ct, size L £650-850

613

A 9ct yellow gold smoky quartz pendant on chain and a ditto ring, size M £50-75

614

A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar clasp and Masonic fob, 15 grams £270-320

615

A 9ct 3 colour gold bark finished necklace, 58 grams ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

616

A 9ct yellow gold smoky quartz dress ring size N 4.9 grams gross £90-120

617

Two gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet rings, size T and X, 13 grams £80-100

618

A 9ct yellow gold oval miniature pendant painted with a portrait of a lady 33mm £80-100

619

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band, 2 three colour 9ct gold Russian wedding rings, size S, T and U, 14 grams
£80-100

620

A 9ct yellow gold pearl pendant 15mm 0.5 grams gross £26-36

621

A 9ct white gold wide wedding band size U, 9.6 grams £70-90
There are no engravings on this ring. It is in good condition.

622

A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet, 7 grams £60-80

623

A 9ct yellow gold onyx signet ring size S 1/2 3.3 grams gross £65-85

624

A 9ct yellow gold gold and sapphire pendant and chain £60-80

625

A 9ct yellow gold oval double sided locket 39mm £80-100
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626

An 18ct white gold diamond cluster ring, approx 0.766ct, size L £300-350

627

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size M 2.2 grams gross £36-46

628

A 9ct yellow gold cross pendant and minor broken chains 11 grams £80-100

629

A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet with padlock 20.5 grams £240-280

630

A 22ct yellow gold diamond and ruby set leopard dress ring size V £260-320
1 diamond is missing. The ring weighs approximately 8.8gms.

631

Six silver gilt guilloche enamel coffee spoons with spiral handles in a fitted case £30-40
There is a small crack to the enamel on the bowl of the white spoon and a small chip to the handle of the red
spoon.

632

A cultured pearl necklace with a 9ct yellow gold clasp, 49cm, 3 pairs of cultured pearl ear studs £50-75

633

An Edwardian repousse silver cream jug Chester 1903, 7cm, a pair of Victorian salts, 2 napkin rings, a spill
vase and salt, weighable silver 150 grams £40-60

634

A 9ct yellow gold fancy circular double sided locket 40mm £90-120

635

A lady's Tag Heuer Professional steel cased calendar wristwatch with booklet £50-80
The bracelet is broken. The watch is not currently in working order. The back of the case is marked S95 815
and R41264. The watch is 17cm when laid flat

636

A quantity of plated cutlery for 6 £30-40

637

An Edwardian oval silver and tortoiseshell pique a jour trinket box with ribbon decoration, London 1905, 7cm x
5cm x 3cm together with a silver mounted toilet jar and 2 spill vases £40-60
The lid of the 1st item is broken and the vases are dented

638

An Edwardian style green glass and silver plated mounted double ended duck ewer 28cm £70-90
This lot is in good condition.

639

An Edwardian silver mounted preserve jar with patent hinged lid Birmingham 1904 £40-60

640

A Christopher Dresser style modern 5 bar toast rack £20-30
Image of mark added.

641

A silver demi-fluted breakfast teapot with ebony mounts maker John Rose £40-60
The hallmarks are rubbed

642

An Art Deco style metal cocktail shaker in the form of a penguin 23cm £20-30

643

A set of 4 pierced silver bon bon dishes Sheffield 1910, maker Walker & Hall 214 grams 10.5cm £40-60

644

A modern plated novelty brandy warmer in the form of a pair of skis £20-30

645

A Victorian cast and pierced silver buckle with masks and scrolls, London 1899, 62 grams, £30-50

646

A Dutch pierced and cast silver 2 handled dish decorated with a river landscape with boats and windmills
29cm, 280 grams £50-75

647

An Edwardian silver vesta, Birmingham 1906, a smaller ditto Birmingham 1911, 35 grams £50-75

648

A Mordan & Co silver propelling pencil, an ashtray and a seal £26-36

649

A silver vesta suspended from a ditto chain, Chester 1912 maker Cohen & Charles £40-50

650

An Edwardian style silver plated mounted blue glass bowl, the lid in the form of a squirrel 24cm £80-100
The squirrel may have been holding something (acorn?) which is missing. The lot is otherwise in good
condition.

651

An early Victorian rectangular silver engine turned vinaigrette with gilt floral grill 3cm £50-75
The hallmarks are rubbed and there are some very minor scratches to the lid but this lot is otherwise in good
condition.

652

A 9ct yellow gold bug bar brooch, 2.8 grams £34-44
This brooch is in good condition.
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653

A 9ct white gold diamond set line bracelet 0.5ct, 19.5cm, 7.9grams £100-150
The clasp has broken off

654

A 9ct yellow gold torque bracelet, 10.3 grams £120-150

655

A pair of 9ct yellow gold nugget style cufflinks 18.8 grams £220-260

656

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link bracelet, 12.5grams £150-180

657

A 9ct yellow gold Etruscan style diamond set ring, size N, 6.8 grams £80-100
The external measurement of the ring is 20mm and the internal is 17mm. The ring has a width of 9mm

658

A 9ct 2 colour gold harp brooch, 2.3 grams £30-40
This brooch is in good condition.

659

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst set dress ring size M 3.1 grams gross £60-80

660

A lady's 18ct yellow gold Ebel watch on a ditto bracelet £500-600
This watch winds, runs and is currently in working order. There are minor scratches to the case and glass. The
watch is 18.5cm long, the case has a diameter of 2cm and the watch weighs approximately 30.2g including
movement and glass.

661

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band 4.4 grams, size S and a platinum and 22ct yellow gold wedding band 5.9
grams, size L £100-140

662

A 9ct yellow gold wedding band, size L, 2.3 grams, 2 pairs of earrings and a necklace £50-75

663

An Edwardian style silver gilt pearl, opal and diamond moth brooch £280-380

664

A 9ct yellow gold Masonic jewel, 12 grams £150-180

665

A 9ct yellow gold identity bracelet 16.9 grams £200-250

666

A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size P 3.4 grams, an 18ct ditto size L 2.3 grams and a 9ct ditto size L 1.8
grams £90-120

667

A 9ct yellow gold box link chain necklace 13.9 grams £170-200

668

A 9ct yellow gold circular double sided locket 32mm £50-75

669

A gentleman's Victorian 9ct yellow gold hunter pocket watch chronograph, the dial inscribed Thomas Russell &
Son, 55mm ( photo centre pages ) £300-400
The glass is chipped but the watch IS working. The inner curvette is 9ct. There are no personalised
engravings. The dial is in good condition and has a diameter of 5cm. The watch winds and runs and the watch
slide is working. There are some very minor dents to the front and the edges of the case and the watch has an
approximate gross weight of 134g

670

A pair of 9ct yellow gold cufflinks decorated the Prince of Wales feathers, 13.6 grams £160-180

671

Two 9ct yellow gold bright cut key charms, 1 gram £18-26

672

A Victorian gold mounted cameo portrait brooch £50-75

673

A 9ct 3 colour gold bracelet 19.1 grams £230-280

674

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link necklace 27.2 grams £320-380

675

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst pendant £120-150

676

A pair of 18ct 3 colour yellow gold floral ear clips 13.6 grams £320-380

677

A 9ct yellow gold Gemini pendant and chain, 8 grams £100-120

678

A 9ct yellow gold opal and garnet ring size P, a dress ring size O and a coral set ditto size L £60-80

679

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set Mum bracelet 9.8 grams £120-150

680

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring with open shank size O £280-320

681

A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace, 21 grams £250-280

682

A 9ct yellow gold seed pearl horseshoe bar brooch 36mm 2 grams gross £40-50

683

Three 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, size O, Q and R £30-50
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684

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold bar brooch together with a Georgian seed pearl in memoriam ring size P
£80-120

685

A 9ct white gold half eternity paste set ring £45-55

686

A 9ct yellow gold Star of David pendant and chain, 9.6 grams £120-150

687

A 9ct yellow gold locket 9.4 grams £110-130

688

An 18ct yellow gold diamond and sapphire ring size I 1/2 £180-220

689

A pair of 9ct yellow gold cultured pearl ear clips 4.3 grams £50-75

690

A pair of 9ct yellow gold textured hollow hoop earrings 2.6 grams £30-40

691

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hollow hoop earrings 2 grams £30-40

692

A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet, 4.8 grams £60-80

693

A 9ct yellow gold hollow link flat link bracelet, 19 grams £230-280

694

A pair of 9ct yellow gold Masonic cufflinks 2.9 grams £36-46

695

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set DAD ring size R, 3.1 grams £40-60

696

A 9ct 2 colour gold bangle approx. 9 grams gross £200-250

697

A 9ct yellow gold boxing glove bracelet 8.3 grams, the size is suitable for a child £100-140

698

A 9ct yellow gold rope twist necklace 7.2 grams £85-110

699

A 9ct yellow gold Etruscan style amethyst and garnet ring size S, 6.7 grams £80-100

700

A 9ct yellow gold Aries pendant 3.5 grams £40-50

701

An 18ct yellow gold portrait pendant 1.4 grams £36-46

702

A 9ct yellow gold snake link necklace 13.7 grams £170-200
This chain is in excellent condition and measures 46.25 cm
It is probably 1950's or 1970's. The large loop on the end of the chain is solid and does not open

703

A 9ct yellow gold flat link curb bracelet 20.4 grams £250-300

704

A 9ct yellow gold engine turned tie clip 9.8 grams £120-150

705

A 9ct yellow gold Masonic pendant, 2 grams £26-36

706

An 18ct yellow gold shell tie pin £80-100

707

A 9ct yellow gold flank link necklace 8.9 grams £110-140

708

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size M £36-46

709

A gentleman's steel cased Tudor Oyster wristwatch, the case numbered 790377337 contained in a 30mm
case, with original guarantee dated 1955 ( photo centre pages ) £300-400
The glass is cracked and the dial discoloured. There are scratches to the case but, it is in working condition. it
has the guarantee from 1955. It has a winder mechanism.

710

A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace 29.6 grams £360-420

711

A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T-Bar and clasps, 32.9 grams £380-400
The T-Bar and clasps are all stamped AC Co

712

A 9ct fancy diamond ring size O 3.7 grams gross £160-190

713

A pair of 9ct yellow gold oval engine turned Masonic cufflinks 5.9 grams £70-90

714

A 9ct yellow gold St Christopher pendant and cross on a 9ct chain 3.6 grams £40-50

715

An Edwardian oval silver tray with fancy shell rim and twin handles, engraved with flowers and scrolls,
Sheffield 1901, maker Joseph Rodgers & Sons 69cm, 3494 grams ( photo centre pages ) £1300-1600
There are some spots of pitting to the centre but this tray is otherwise in good condition.

716

A Victorian repousse silver melon teapot with beaded decoration and chased armorial having ebony handle,
London 1887, maker Frederick Bradford Mactea gross 588 grams £220-260
The base is dented
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717

A pair of silver candlesticks with baluster stems with repousse floral and swag decoration, London 1923 36cm,
677 grams £250-300
Both sticks are dented and the sconces are missing

718

A silver tazza Birmingham 1939, together with a repousse bon bon dish Birmingham 1897, 140 grams £60-80
The tazza is bent

719

A silver muffin dish, cover and liner with later ebonised knop, Sheffield 1911, maker Maxfield & Sons Ltd 478
grams gross £180-220
The knop is later

720

A circular shallow basket with hammer pattern decoration and swing handle Birmingham 1924 19cm, 364
grams £130-180

721

A silver 2 handled presentation trophy with engraved inscription and S scroll handles, London 1921, maker CS
Harris & Sons Ltd. 17.5cm, 518 grams £200-250

722

A silver 2 handled presentation trophy "Southern Trial The Motorcycle Trophy" presented to S E Centre ACU
1936, London 1935, maker J W Benson Ltd, 21cm, 600 grams £220-260

723

A circular silver dish with cast figure of a lion London 1991, maker J A Campbell 10.5cm, 103 grams £40-60

724

A pair of Edwardian silver pepperettes Birmingham 1903, 7cm and a larger ditto, 85 grams £36-46
All three are in good condition. There are only three pepperettes in the lot, not four.

725

A repousse silver hand mirror decorated with scrolls, flowers and masks 24cm £20-30
The hallmarks are rubbed

726

Six Indian silver teaspoons with fancy handles, 71 grams £20-30

727

A pair of silver plated 2 handled wine coolers with scroll handles 27cm £200-250

728

A set of 6 Victorian silver fiddle pattern teaspoons, Newcastle 1854, maker Thomas Sewell, 112 grams £40-50

729

A matched pair of Georgian silver labels - Sherry and Madeira 13 grams £20-30
Hallmarks are rubbed

730

A 3 piece silver plated demi-fluted tea set and minor items £30-40

731

A silver 5 bar toast rack Birmingham 1913 40 grams minor plated cutlery £20-30

732

A silver plated 4 piece tea and coffee set with demi-fluted decoration £30-40

733

A pair of silver napkin rings with chased decoration Birmingham 1913, 1 other, 83 grams £26-36

734

An Edwardian oval silver plated breakfast dish, an entree and a table lamp base £40-60

735

A silver plated entree, a hexagonal tea caddy and 2 other items £26-36

736

An Edwardian silver plated 2 handled biscuit barrel and minor plated items and brassware £30-40

737

Six silver plated cased sets and minor items £30-40

738

A Victorian silver plated goblet and minor silver plated cups etc £30-40

739

An oval silver plated galleried tray and minor plated items £30-40

740

A silver plated coffee pot and minor plated items £30-40

741

A silver pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, a smaller ditto and 1 other £60-80
None of the watches are working

742

Two ladies Edwardian silver fob watches together with a ditto wristwatch £40-60
None of the watches are working and 1 has a chipped dial

743

A silver plated pocket watch the dial inscribed F A Chandler, Maker to the Admiralty, suspended on a silver
Albert watch chain £40-60
The watch is not working

744

A hardstone necklace and a Ciro imitation pearl choker £24-34

745

A Victorian silver hardstone brooch and minor items of jewellery £40-60
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746

A gun metal Goliath pocket watch with 8 day movement, the dial inscribed West & Son Dublin with subsidiary
second hand at 6 o'clock 75mm, contained in a distressed leather case £100-150
This watch is working

747

A pair of silver blue topaz ear studs £40-50

748

A silver Albert watch chain 45 grams £40-50

749

A Norwegian silver necklace by KAJ, 15 grams £30-40

750

A silver bangle, 3 others and a bracelet, 75 grams £30-40

751

A lady's silver plated fob watch and chain and minor costume jewellery £30-40

752

A gentleman's steel cased Emporio Armani calendar wristwatch on a steel bracelet £30-40

753

Two stylish silver bracelets, 100 grams £40-50

754

A lady's silver cased wrist watch, 8 silver thimbles, a Seagers Dry Gin fruit knife, a commemorative coin and a
mother of pearl handled fruit knife £40-50
The watch is not working

755

A pair of black opal ear studs approx. 1.2ct £55-75

756

A silver 6 plaque bracelet together with 5 silver rings, 80 grams £30-40

757

An imitation pearl necklace and minor costume jewellery etc £30-40

758

A pair of sapphire and silver ear studs 1.2ct £40-60

759

A Victorian seed pearl brooch and minor jewellery £40-60

760

A pair of silver kyanite silver studs, approx. 1.2ct £40-60

761

A pair of silver earrings by Jill Galloway-Whitehead, 1 other pair of earrings and a cameo £30-40

762

A 9ct yellow gold cameo ring size B and minor jewellery £30-50

763

Three coral bead necklaces £50-70
All are generally in good condition.

764

Three silver necklaces, 114 grams £45-55

765

A pair of silver blue topaz studs £40-50

766

A silver bangle, a brooch and pendant £40-50

767

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the dial inscribed Mappin, in a fitted case
£100-150

768

A pair of citrine silver ear studs approx. 1.2ct £40-60

769

A pair of silver earrings and minor jewellery £30-40

770

A silver pendant and chain and minor jewellery £30-40

771

A gilt necklace and minor jewellery £30-50

772

A silver half hunter pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £50-75
This watch is working

773

A pair of silver garnet ear studs 1.2ct £40-60

774

A Tiffany silver necklace and bracelet 80 grams £40-60

775

A silver marcasite brooch and minor silver jewellery £30-40

776

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Longines wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock, 24mm case £130-160
This watch intermittently works

777

Three pairs of hardstone cufflinks £20-30

778

A pair of silver mounted Ethiopian opal studs 1.2ct £55-75

779

A Victorian garnet brooch, a pendant and bracelet together with earrings and minor jewellery £40-60
Several garnets are missing

780

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery £30-40
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781

A silver plated jewellery box and minor jewellery etc £50-100

782

A collection of costume jewellery including brooches etc £30-40

783

Minor Victorian and later costume jewellery, commemorative crowns etc £30-40

784

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Rotary wristwatch on a leather strap, a quantity of costume jewellery and watches
£50-75

785

Minor Victorian and later costume jewellery £30-40

786

A quantity of pre-47 silver coins, 504 grams £40-60

787

An Imperial Service medal to Walter Layburn Glendinning, cased £26-36
The medal is detached from the ribbon

788

Twenty Roman Imperial bronze coins £30-50

789

A quantity of pre-1947 silver coins and other coins 403 grams £50-75

790

A sovereign 1980, cased £200-250

791

Minor pre-1947 silver coinage, 326 grams £60-80

792

A sovereign 1912 £200-240

793

A gold plated pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock together with a lady's wristwatch £30-50
The watch is missing its loop and second hand, neither are working

794

A sovereign 1979, cased £200-250

795

A quantity of commemorative crowns, coins and folders of UK coins £30-50

795a

A lady's steel cased Longines wristwatch and bracelet, an Emporio Armani ditto £30-40

795b

A pair of neon apatite silver ear studs approx 1.2ct £40-60

795c

A walnut jewellery box containing an amber pendant and minor jewellery £30-40

795d

A lady's 1930's 9ct yellow gold Baume wristwatch on a leather strap, in original box £30-50

795e

A pair of peridot and silver ear studs approx. 1.2ct £55-75

795f

Two silver ingots and 1 chain, 65 grams £24-34

795g

A pair of amethyst and silver ear studs approx. 1.2ct £40-60

795h

A William IV silver pair cased pocket watch, the movement inscribed Evans, Shrewsbury no.2021, the case
hallmarked London 1831 £100-150
The dial is cracked and the push button is missing

795j

A silver bangle and minor silver silver jewellery £20-30

795k

A silver gilt necklace and minor silver jewellery, 150 grams £30-40

795l

A silver necklace and a quantity of silver jewellery, 340 grams £50-75

795m

Eight Continental hardstone cocktail sticks, 2 fruit knives £26-36

795n

A silver mounted cameo brooch and a quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £50-75

795p

A lady's 18ct yellow gold Art Deco wristwatch on a leather strap, 3 other gold wristwatches £50-80

795q

A silver handled shoe horn and minor plated items £30-40

795r

An enamelled nursing badge, a medallion and key fob £100-150

795s

A jade egg hand cooler 4.5cm £20-30

795t

A Royal Worcester heart shaped trinket box 5cm, a Crummles circular ditto 4cm and a Moorcroft ditto 3cm,
boxed £30-40

795u

A Dunhill gold plated cigarette lighter boxed £30-40

795v

A rose quartz figure of a cat 4cm, a ditto 5cm, a hardstone tortoise 7cm and a ditto cat 7cm £30-40
The 2nd item is chipped
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795w

A World War Two pair of medals 1939-45 Star and War medal together with cap badges and ephemera,
attributed posthumously to Lance Corporal F V May Royal Army Service Corps, together with related
ephemera and photographs £30-50

795x

A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet and charms including a gold 10 franc coin 1856, gross including an amethyst
charm 49 grams £400-450
Two charms the clog The White House are 14ct

795y

A 19th Century gilt bloodstone seal, a small ditto £40-60

795z

A high carat paste set open work bangle, gross weight 32 grams, in original fitted box from Bahrain ( photo
centre pages ) £300-400

796

Minor commemorative crowns and coins including a proof set £30-50

797

Nine silver proof coins and crowns 207 grams £40-60

798

A quantity of pre 1947 silver coins, 339 grams, a quantity of coins £40-60

799

A silver gilt Masonic Past Master's jewel for Pentalpha Lodge and a Mark Master Masons Past Master's jewel
for West Sussex Quartus £30-50

800

A silver Masonic jewel, minor badges and pins etc £30-50

800A

A quantity of world coins and bank notes £30-40

800b

Minor crowns and coins £20-30

801

A World War One trio of medals to R/1723 L.Cpl. J Lester K.R. RIF.C £40-60

802

A silver Masonic jewel and 3 others £30-50

803

A silver bangle, 103 grams £40-50
This bangle is in good condition.

804

A Masonic briefcase containing an apron, 2 sashes and minor jewels £30-40

805

A Victorian faux tortoiseshell crucifix, a carved ivory figure of christ 35cm £30-50

806

A bronze Roman coin and 4 others £30-40

807

A Roman coin and 3 others £30-40

808

A Roman bronze coin and 9 others £30-40

809

A Japanese Okimono of a figure 5cm, minor bone and ivory items £30-40

810

A pair of 1930's ivory backed brushes and a ditto clothes brush £20-30
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
811

Japy, a 19th Century French 8 day striking mantel clock with porcelain dial contained in a "tortoiseshell"
shaped case with gilt metal mounts, complete with key, pendulum and bell, the back plate marked 37106 (
photo centre pages ) £500-700

812

A French 19th Century 8 day striking carriage clock with enamelled dial contained in a gilt metal case, the back
plate marked 265 (no key) £100-150

813

A 1930's bracket clock with gilt dial and silvered chapter ring, contained in a chinoiserie case (movement
replaced with a battery operated movement) £30-50

814

Matthew Norman, carriage clock, the back plate marked 1752 (no key) £60-90

815

A Vienna style striking regulator with enamelled dial and grid iron pendulum, contained in a carved walnut case
£40-60

816

S Marty, a 19th Century French Cartel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
ormolu case, the back plate marked 5604 (no pendulum or key) ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

817

Japy Freres, a French 19th Century striking mantel clock contained in a white marble case, the back plate
marked 294 with key and pendulum £60-80

818

Mappin & Webb, a carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt case 8cm x
5cm x 5cm £60-80

819

A 19th Century French 8 day striking clock contained in a pedestal shaped Sienna marble case with Roman
numerals and marble mounts 30cm x 21cm x 15cm £100-150
Several of the numerals are missing to the dial

820

Dolland of London, a 19th/20th Century aneroid barometer with silvered dial contained in a turned ebonised
case 28cm h £40-60
There is some damage to the top of the case and a nick to the side

821

A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case 13cm x 9cm x 8cm £70-90
There are cracks to the dial

822

Stanley, Great Turnstile London WC, a 19th Century aneroid barometer with paper dial, contained in a brass
case 13cm £40-60
There is some damage to the dial and has been written on with permanent marker

823

A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case £30-40
There are some cracks to the dial and 1 of the glass panels has been replaced

824

Kieninger, a 20th Century 4 glass chiming mantel clock with enamelled dial and subsidiary second hand, the
back plate marked J0212, complete with key ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
This clock is in good condition and is currently in working order. The clock is 25cm high, 18.5cm wide and
15.5cm deep

826

A 19th Century Continental drop dial wall clock with Roman numerals contained in an inlaid case £30-50
The dial has paint loss

827

Hermon, a 19th Century French striking mantel clock, the gilt dial with Roman numerals and marked Ledure
Bronzier Hemon HR, contained in a Sienna marble and bronze mounted pedestal shaped case surmounted by
an urn £500-800
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Rugs and Carpets
841

A Kashmiri floral pattern wool throw/rug 181cm x 120cm £55-75

842

A Persian blue and white ground Nir runner with 3 medallions to the centre 288cm x 79cm £70-90
Slight discolouration in places, 1 corner is slightly reduced and the fringe is missing

843

A brown and floral patterned Kashan style Belgian cotton rug with central medallion 190cm x 140cm £50-75

844

A red and blue ground Persian Qashqai rug with 2 rows of diamond medallions to the centre within a multi row
border 199cm x 144cm £50-80
Signs of wear and moth damage in places

846

A red and gold ground Kashan style Belgian cotton rug 230cm x 160cm £60-80

847

A tan ground Bokhara rug with 16 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 141cm x 92cm £30-40
Some damage to the banding to the side

848

A blue and red ground Caucasian runner 330cm x 85cm £50-80
Some flecking overall and the fringe has been removed

849

A brown, blue and white ground Caucasian prayer rug 136cm x 97cm (in-wear) £40-60
Fringing to edges has gone. The carpet is word and there is sprouting through the centre of the carpet.

850

A blue ground Bokhara style Belgian cotton carpet with numerous octagons to the centre within a multi row
border 230cm x 160cm £60-80

851

A Suzni Kilim runner with 5 stylised diamonds to the centre 233cm x 74cm £45-55
I appears handmade though not of the finest quality. There is no moth or damage

852

A green ground Bokhara style Belgian cotton rug with numerous octagons to the centre within a multi row
border 230cm x 160cm £60-80

853

A brown and blue ground Malayer rug with diamond shaped central medallion within a multi row border 207cm
x 130cm £100-150
Fringes are missing to each end, carpet is in wear and there is flecking all over

854

A blue and white ground Persian rug with central medallion within a multi row border 310cm x 248cm £80-120
Some light staining in places

855

A red, green and blue ground rug, the centre formed of 55 square panels within a multi row border 290cm x
148cm £80-120

856

A tan, blue and red ground Persian carpet formed of 238 square panels with floral decoration 295cm x 214cm
£80-120
The carpet is showing signs of wear in places

857

An early 20th Century Persian Ghom carpet 195cm x 137cm £200-250
The tassels are missing and the carpet is showing signs of wear

858

A blue and red Meshwani runner with 5 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 250cm x 63cm £50-75

859

A red and green ground Kilim runner with 6 stylised diamonds to the centre 197cm x 63cm £50-75

860

A brown and black ground Belouche rug decorated standing figures 197cm x 110cm £100-150
This rug has some minor wear to the fringes but is otherwise in good condition.

861

A white ground Moroccan Kilim decorated pyramids and figures 178cm x 126cm £60-80
This rug is slightly grubby but otherwise in good condition.

862

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 stylised diamonds to the centre within multi row borders 253cm
x 61cm £50-75
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863

A black and brown ground Belouche rug having 3 medallions to the centre 140cm x 87cm £40-60
Some flecking in places and some minor wear throughout.

864

A green and tan ground Kilim rug with geometric designs to the centre 122cm x 84cm £40-60
This rug has some minor holes at one end by the fringe but is otherwise in good condition.

865

A 19th Century red and green ground Turkey runner, having 8 octagons to the centre 614cm x 73cm £50-80
This runner has heavy wear throughout, damage to the edges and holes at one end. The fringes appear to be
rotting.
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
881

A Regency mahogany bow front sideboard fitted 1 long drawer flanked by a pair of cupboards enclosed by
panelled doors raised on turned supports 84cm x 131cm w x 62cm d £100-150
There is water damage to the top, light scratching, the handles are later replacements

882

A 19th Century sofa table fitted 2 drawers with ring drop handles and high stretcher, raised on standard end
supports, brass caps and casters 70cm h x 77cm w x 78cm d £40-60
The table is missing timber to the joints and the flaps are slightly warped

883

A 19th Century mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles raised on spayed bracket feet
105cm x 106cm x 46cm £60-80
There are ring marks to the top, a small section of veneer is missing above the left hand short drawer

884

A 1930's Art Deco arched walnut display cabinet fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors 131cm h x 122cm w x 32cm, marked to the back Registered RG design applied for £180-240
One glass panel has a crack

886

A Victorian mahogany hall chair with pierced shield shaped back and solid seat, raised on turned supports
£40-60
Old repair to the back

887

A 19th Century Continental oak farm house table fitted a frieze drawer, the top formed of 3 planks, raised on
chamfered supports 75cm h x 201cm l x 89cm w £320-380

888

A William IV rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany swing frame, raised on a
stepped base 73cm x 54cm x 27cm £40-60
There is pitting to the mirror and an old repair to the mirror stand and some water marks to the base

889

A quartetto of Edwardian style rectangular interfitting coffee tables raised on turned supports 71cm h x 57cm w
x 36cm d £180-240

890

A Victorian carved mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in mushroom buttoned velvet, raised on
cabriole supports £80-120
The frame is loose

891

A Victorian rectangular mahogany work table fitted a drawer, raised on standard end supports with H framed
stretcher 73cm x 51cm x 35cm £40-60
A section of veneer is missing to the top in 2 places, some scratches

892

A set of 4 Victorian spoon back dining chairs with carved mid rails, the seats upholstered in striped material
raised on turned and fluted supports £80-120
Some light scratches to the chairs

893

A 19th Century Continental rectangular bevelled plated over mantel mirror contained in a carved oak frame
with moulded and shaped cornice supported by a pair of turned columns 62cm h x 49cm w x 17cm d £180-240

894

A Victorian inlaid D shaped figured walnut music cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by a glazed panelled door
92cm x 52cm x 36cm £100-150
Some light scratching to the top

895

A Victorian carved oak Carolean style table fitted 2 drawers, raised on spiral turned supports with H framed
stretcher 70cm h x 114cm w x 65cm d £240-340
There is a split to the top and ring marks. The distance between the bottom of the desk and the floor is 53.5cm

896

A Georgian shaped mahogany tea table raised on square tapered supports 74cm h x 91cm w x 45cm d £60-80
Some water damage and sun bleaching to the top
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897

A 19th Century circular mahogany snap top tea table raised on pillar and tripod base 68cm h x 60cm w £40-60
Some water damage and sun bleaching to the top and one of the tripod legs is f and r

898

A Victorian inlaid figured walnut music Canterbury, the upper section with brass 3/4 gallery above recess with
mirrored back, the base fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors raised on bun supports 107cm h x
66cm w x 39cm d £300-400
A small section of timber has been let into the top, there are some light scratches and chips overall

899

A William IV mahogany show frame mahogany tub back armchair upholstered in green material, the seat of
serpentine outline, raised on cabriole supports £40-60

900

An 18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid, fitted a candle box 71cm h x 142cm w x
55cm d £180-240
There are some ink stains to the top and light bruising

901

A 19th Century style circular mahogany wine table raised on pillar and tripod supports with egg and claw feet
68cm x 44cm diam. £40-60

902

A 19th Century Anglo Indian octagonal hardwood and brass inlaid occasional table raised on a folding stand
46cm x 46cm x 46cm £50-75
There are numerous sections of brass inlay missing from all over the table and some chips to the edges of the
top. The table is otherwise in good condition.

903

An 18th/19th Century oak gateleg drop flap dining table raised on turned supports 72cm h x 91cm w x 45cm
when closed x 64cm when open £30-50
Sun bleached

904

A pair of Victorian Howard style armchairs upholstered in mushroom buttoned back material, raised on bun
feet 80cm h x 91cm w x 80cm d £180-240
9 buttons missing

905

A Victorian mahogany cylinder bureau, the upper section with 3/4 gallery, the fall revealing a well fitted interior
with pigeon holes and drawers, the pedestal fitted 6 drawers with tore handles 116cm h x 135cm w x 77cm d
£180-240
There are ink marks to the top, a 15cm section of moulding is missing to the right hand edge and a small
section of timber missing to the left hand edge

906

An Edwardian inlaid demi-lune tea table, the top inlaid and crossbanded and raised on 4 square tapered
supports, spade feet 71cm x 91cm x 45cm £100-150
Some light scratching to the top

907

A Georgian rosewood twin compartment tea caddy of sarcophagus form with ring handles, raised on bun feet
15cm x 20cm x 13cm together with a similar inlaid and crosbanded mahogany tea caddy 12cm x 20cm x 12cm
£40-60

908

A Victorian mahogany sofa table fitted 2 long drawers raised on 4 columns with ring turned H framed stretcher,
splayed feet ending in brass caps and casters 73cm h x 106cm w x 68cm d £150-180
There is a split to the centre and some light scratching

909

An 18th Century oak side table fitted a drawer, raised on turned and block supports with box framed stretcher
67cm h x 74cm w x 52cm d £100-150
There is a split to top and pitting and handles have been replaced

910

A pair of Edwardian oak Masonic style throne chairs raised on square tapered supports ending in spade feet
united by an H framed stretcher and upholstered in garter blue rexine £180-240
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911

A George III mahogany pedestal Pembroke table fitted a drawer raised on pillar and tripod supports 74cm h x
99cm w x 60cm d £60-80
There is bruising and slight scratching in places

912

A 19th Century Empire style mahogany and crossbanded rosewood pedestal chest with black veined marble
top, fitted 7 drawers with brass handles, raised on square tapered supports 101cm h x 57cm w x 33cm d
£250-300

913

A pair of French style armchairs upholstered in "suede" material raised on turned supports £100-150
The frames on these chairs are both slightly loose

914

A Chippendale style circular tea table with pie crust edge raised on pillar and tripod base 60cm x 74cm, the
base has an iron plate repair £40-60

915

A circular Italian style white painted occasional table with pink veined marble top, raised on cabriole supports
40cm h x 79cm diam. £90-120

916

A pair of Victorian carved walnut tub back chairs with spindle decoration upholstered in red buttoned material,
raised on turned supports £80-120
1 chair has a hole to the seat and damage to the back

917

A 17th Century style Ipswich oak court cupboard, the upper section enclosed by panelled doors, the base fitted
2 long drawers and 2 secret drawers above an undertier, raised on cup and cover supports 125cm h x 137cm
w x 54cm d £180-240

918

A 17th/18th Century carved oak mule chest with hinged lid formed of 3 planks, heavily carved to the front and
iron lock, the base fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, marked TL, 78cm h x 143cm w x 62cm ( photo centre
pages ) £200-300
The brass handles are replacement handles. The are patches of old but treated worm throughout. There is a
chip to the front left corner of the lid and to the bottom left of the middle drawer

919

A 19th Century French cherry wood dining table, the top of plank construction, fitted a frieze drawer and raised
on square tapered supports 73cm h x 160cm l x 88cm w £360-460
There is some light bruising to the top and signs of old but treated worm in places

920

A Victorian oval mahogany Sutherland table raised on turned supports 68cm h x 90cm w x 16cm when closed
x 101cm when expanded £40-60

921

A 1930's Art Deco light oak dining suite comprising oak draw leaf dining table raised on 4 square supports
united by a shaped X framed stretcher together with 4 dining chairs the seats and backs upholstered in
mushroom coloured material 74cm h x 90cm x 96cm when closed x 157cm when extended £160-200
A section of veneer is missing to the base of the table and the chair frames are a little loose

922

A Georgian style bleached figured walnut chest of serpentine outline, fitted a brushing slide above 4 long
graduated drawers with canted corners, raised on bracket feet 80cm h x 71cm w x 48cm d £100-130

923

A rectangular butcher's block raised on a pine stand 95cm h x 100cm w x 50cm d £230-280

924

A Victorian oval mahogany breakfast table, raised on a baluster turned column with tripod base 78cm h x
168cm w x 116cm d £40-60
There are ring marks to the top and some water damage

925

An 18th/19th Century Flemish carved black oak cabinet with moulded cornice and shelved interior, the base
fitted 1 long drawer raised on square supports 190cm h x 81cm w x 50cm d £250-300
A small section of timber is missing to the back right hand edge of the cornice

926

A rectangular lacquered vitrine with mirrored back and turned columns to the sides, fitted shelves 160cm h x
96cm w x 48cm d £80-140
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927

A miniature Queen Anne style chest with feather and crossbanded top fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised
on bracket feet 51cm h x 51cm w x 31cm d £50-75

928

A William IV mahogany show frame open arm chair upholstered in mushroom buttoned velvet, raised on
turned supports £80-120
The frame is bleached and loose

929

A George IV mahogany D end dining table with 1 extra leaf, raised on 8 turned supports, 70cm h x 122cm w, x
120cm l x 171 when extended £150-200
There are slight contact marks to the top

930

An impressive pine red and turquoise painted bank of 32 drawers with chrome handles 102cm h x 195cm w x
48cm d £540-640

931

An 18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid, fitted a candle box to the interior and with
iron lock 58cm h x 101cm w x 34cm d £100-150
The tongue to the lock is missing, the hinges have are replacements and a section of timber has been let into
the top left hand edge

932

An oak Art Nouveau throne chair with upholstered seat and back raised on turned supports £50-75

933

A Georgian style mahogany bow front side table with raised back fitted 1 long drawer raised on square tapered
supports 76cm x 61cm x 40cm £40-60

934

An oak rectangular refectory table raised on 4 chamfered supports with H framed stretcher 75cm h x 196cm w
x 73cm d £260-360
3 of the legs have old holes to them and there are contact marks in places

935

A Victorian inlaid figured walnut tray top Canterbury, the base fitted a 3 section Canterbury with secret drawer
to base raised on turned supports 91cm x 79cm x 41cm d £180-220
Some of the veneer to the top is bubbling.

936

A Victorian rosewood sarcophagus shaped tea caddy 13cm x 23cm x 13cm d (veneers missing to the right
hand, some water staining) £20-40

937

An Edwardian Chippendale style carved mahogany open armchair with pierced vase shaped slat back
upholstered drop in seat and lion mask arm, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports £50-75
There is a break to the corner of the back and there is some bruising to the front legs and feet.

938

A set of 6 Victorian carved walnut show frame dining chairs with upholstered seats and backs £100-150
Frames are loose on all of the chairs and the upholstery requires attention

939

A 19th Century rectangular inlaid mahogany writing/side table with cross banded and inlaid top above 2 long
and 4 short drawers, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 77cm h x 109cm w x 50cm d £200-250

940

A 19th Century oval plate dressing table mirror in a mahogany swing frame, the crossbanded and inlaid bow
front base fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on ogee bracket feet 59cm h x 41cm w x 20cm d £30-50
The silvering to the mirror is showing slight signs of deterioration

941

A 17th/18th Century style oak dog kennel dresser, fitted 3 long drawers above a dog kennel flanked by a pair
of cupboards with brass swan neck drop handles 80cm h x 187cm w x 48cm d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200
Some light scratching and ring marks to the top

942

A Queen Anne figured walnut chest with quarter veneered crossbanded top above an arrangement of 7 short
and 1 long drawers, the base fitted 4 short drawers, raised on replacement bun feet, (formerly the top of a
chest on stand or chest) 95cm h x 99cm w x 44cm d ( photo centre pages ) £300-400
The bun feet are later replacements
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943

A Victorian beech framed open arm chair with upholstered seat and back raised on cabriole supports £40-60

944

A Georgian oval mahogany and brass banded wine cooler raised on shaped supports 37cm h x 76cm w x
49cm d £180-240
There is a burn mark to the interior and the base has stabilizers to the base

945

A 19th Century rustic rectangular weathered oak workbench raised on square supports with undertier 71cm h x
120cm w x 37cm d £180-240

946

A William IV rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame raised on fluted
columns the base fitted 3 long drawers raised on bun feet 92cm h x 92cm w x 25cm d £90-120

947

A Victorian mahogany hall chair with shaped back and solid seat, raised on turned supports £40-60

948

A 1960's chrome and leather revolving open arm chair £180-220

950

A 19th Century rectangular carved Chinese hardwood table fitted 2 drawers with brass swan neck drop
handles, pierced apron, 83cm x 96cm x 47cm £500-700
This table is generally in good condition.

951

A Victorian oak hall chair with solid seat, the back with metal armorial badge, raised on turned supports £30-50
There is a split to the seat and damage to the front of the seat

952

A hexagonal black lacquered chinoiserie 2 tier jardiniere stand, raised on 6 cabriole supports 100cm h x 40cm
w x 45cm d £80-120
One leg has been repaired and one has a a crack to the foot. There are some small chips to the sides of the
base and some minor wear to the extremities. The stand is otherwise in good condition.

953

A Victorian oval carved and inlaid Loo table with quarter veneered top raised on 4 turned columns 65cm h x
82cm l x 52cm w £80-120
There are some light scratches to the top

954

A 19th Century French inlaid walnut bonheur du jour, the raised back fitted cupboards enclosed by arched
panelled doors, the base of serpentine outline fitted 1 long drawer, raised on cabriole supports with gilt metal
mounts, 128cm h x 98cm w x 59cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
A section of veneer is missing to the top, some light scratches overall and metal mounts are missing in places

955

A Victorian circular figured walnut snap top breakfast table with quarter veneered top raised on a turned
column and tripod base 73cm x 118cm diam. £100-150
There are chips to the edge and some scratches to the top and there are not bolts

956

A Victorian mahogany D shaped chest of 3 long drawers with tore handles, some pitting and scratching to the
top 114cm h x 114cm w x 52cm d £80-120

957

A William IV D shaped card table raised on U support with a platform base and out swept feet with brass caps
and casters 72cm h x 89cm w x 44cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
There is a slight warp to the top, 1 of the legs has an old repair

958

A Victorian oval inlaid walnut Loo table with quarter veneered top, raised on 4 turned columns 75cm h x 131cm
l x 99cm d £100-150
There are some old scratch marks in places, this table is complete with bolts

959

A 19th/20th Century French Kingwood bonheur du jour, with fall front inlaid a stylised sunburst, raised on
cabriole supports with gilt metal mounts 90cm h x 66cm w x 43cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
Some of the mounts are loose

960

A pair of Victorian style beech open arm chairs the seats and backs upholstered in green material raised on
cabriole supports £40-60
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961

A Victorian oval figured walnut snap top breakfast table with carved edge and quarter veneered top, raised on
4 turned columns with central baluster column 69cm h x 145cm l x 107cm d £100-150
A section of new veneer has been let in to the top, there are knocks to the edges and has replacement
associated bolts to the base

962

A Victorian figured walnut and brass banded writing slope 19cm x 50cm w x 26cm d £80-120
The interior flap requires attention

963

An 18th/19th Century weathered oak settle, with red plush swab seat, raised on cabriole supports 115cm h x
188cm w x 70cm d £100-150
This lot has been removed from an outbuilding so is bleached

964

A Victorian inlaid figured walnut Loo table of serpentine outline, the quarter veneered top inlaid marquetry
flowers and cornucopia to the centre, raised on a carved turned column 74cm h x 142cm l x 107cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £300-400
The veneer is lifting slightly to the top in places, there are no bolts with this table

965

A Victorian brass and inlaid walnut D shaped writing slope, the interior fitted inkwells 16cm x 35cm x 23cm d
£80-120

966

A Victorian heavily carved oak settle, the raised back carved interior scenes, the arms carved reclining
Cromwellian figures with tortoise and bird at feet, having a carved Gothic arched panel to the front 97cm h x
201cm l x 63cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
This settle is in 5 sections, assembled with wooden dowels

967

A Victorian chaise longue upholstered in buttoned tapestry fabric raised on turned supports 79cm h x 147cm w
x 57cm d £80-120
There is a crack in the bottom ring of 2 of the turned supports (It does not affect their structural integrity). The
chaise is otherwise well sprung and in good condition.

969

A circular Victorian inlaid rosewood occasional table raised on 4 cabriole supports with X framed stretcher and
circular undertier 70cm h x 89cm diam. £90-120
There are some light scratches and water damage to the top

970

A 19th Century, 17th Century style carved oak cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, the top formed of 3
planks, 104cm h x 107cm w x 48cm d £160-220
There is a ring mark to the top

971

A Regency rosewood D shaped card table raised on turned and fluted column with circular base and scroll feet
75cm h x 92cm w x 45cm d £180-220
Veneers are lifting to the top, light scratching in places, a section of veneer missing to the apron and to the
circular base and a carved section to one of the feet is missing

972

A 19th Century rectangular mahogany twin compartment tea caddy with hinged lid 15cm x 30cm x 15cm
(mixing bowl missing) £20-40
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